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ABSTRACT
Feedback Control of Flow Separation Using Synthetic Jets. (December 2005)
Kihwan Kim, B.S., Seoul National University;
M.S., Seoul National University
Chair of Advisory Committee: Dr. Suhada Jayasuriya
The primary goal of this research is to assess the effect of synthetic jets on flow sep-
aration and provide a feedback control strategy for flow separation using synthetic jets.
The feedback control synthesis is conducted based upon CFD simulation for a rounded
backward-facing step. The results of the synthetic jet experiments on an airfoil showed
that synthetic jets have the potential for controlling the degree of flow separation beyond
delaying the onset of flow separation. In the simulation, while the jet is ejected slightly
upstream from the separation point, the feedback pressure signal is acquired at a down-
stream wall point where the vortex is fully developed. Due to the uniqueness of synthetic
jets, i.e. “zero-net-mass flux”, the profile of synthetic jet velocity cannot be arbitrarily gen-
erated. The possible control variables are the magnitude or frequency of the oscillating jet
velocity. Consequently, the fluidic system in simulation consists of the actuator model and
the NARMAX (Nonlinear Auto Regressive Moving Average with eXogenous inputs) flow
model. This system shows a strong nonlinear pressure response to the input jet frequency.
Low-pass filtering of the pressure response, introduced for pressure recovery, facilitates
a quasi-linear approximation of the system in the frequency domain using the describing
function method. The low-pass filter effectively separates the pressure response into two
frequency bands. The lower frequency band below the filter pass frequency includes the
quasi-linear response targeted by the feedback control and the higher band above the filter
stop frequency contains the attenuated higher harmonics, which are treated as nonlinear
iv
disturbances. This quasi-linear approximation is utilized to design a PI controller for the
fluidic system including the synthetic jet. To ensure one-to-one correspondence of the jet
frequency and the filtered pressure response, the upper bound of the jet frequency is set at
the frequency of the maximum pressure. The response of the resulting closed loop feed-
back control system, comprised of a PI controller, low-pass filter, SJA model and NAR-
MAX model, is shown to track the desired pressure command with an improvement in the
transient response over the open-loop system.
vTo my parents, Dongwook Kim and Sunja Shim
vi
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1CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
A. Basic Concepts and Applications of Synthetic Jets
Fluid flow significantly influences the performance of various systems such as transporta-
tion, industrial manufacturing, heating and cooling management. For example, ground
vehicles consume 50% of their energy to overcome the aerodynamic drag force induced
by air and both of aircraft and watercraft consume 90% of their energy to overcome the
drag against air/water [1]. Flow control aims at improving the performance of a system
involving fluid flow by means of inducing desirable changes to the flow. The common
fluid-mechanical phenomena targeted by flow control are [2, 3]:
• Delaying or accelerating laminar-to-turbulence transition.
• Suppressing or enhancing turbulence.
• Preventing or causing flow separation.
Various benefits are expected from such flow manipulations: drag reduction, lift improve-
ment, mixing enhancement and flow-induced noise attenuation [4].
The flow control methods are classified into two categories according to their energy
expenditure. In active flow method, external energy is introduced into a fluidic system via
actuators. In contrast, passive flow control does not utilize external power sources [4]. Re-
cently, synthetic jets have attracted attention, since extensive numerical and experimental
results have shown that they are a promising application among active flow control meth-
ods.
The journal model is IEEE Transactions on Automatic Control.
2Typically, a Synthetic Jet Actuator (SJA), a device to produce synthetic jets, consists
of a closed cavity, an exit orifice on one side and an oscillating boundary on the other.
The closed volume inside the actuator resonates with the oscillating boundary and thus
the concentrated jets are ejected through the exit orifice. When the jets cross the orifice,
viscous effects resulted in the vortical structures [5]. A series of vortices advancing to the
external flow are referred to as “synthetic jets“.
The unique feature distinguishing synthetic jets from other methods is that synthetic
jets are created from the periodic suction and blowing of a working fluid so that the energy
can be transferred to the flow without adding extra mass. In that sense, synthetic jets are
widely known as “zero-net-mass flux flow”. Therefore, a SJA can operate in a stand-alone
manner without any extra piping or fluidic packages and thus can be simply fabricated and
easily integrated into fluidic systems [6].
The parameters that characterize synthetic jets have been broadly investigated. First,
two parameters are defined to identify the feature of the vortices created by the jets [7].
The first parameter is a dimensionless stroke length, L0/d = 1d
∫ τ
0 u0(t)dt, where u0(t) is
the velocity at the jet exit slot, τ is half of an oscillating period and d the characteristic









, where ρ is fluid density and µ is viscosity.
Particularly, in case that synthetic jets are involved for flow separation control, the
amplitude and frequency of the oscillating jets are regarded as key parameters. This is
due to the fact that a basic mechanism of synthetic jets is the amplification of shear layer





where f j is the actuation frequency (Hz), L the characteristic length of the separated region
and U∞ the free stream velocity. Physically, the inverse of this dimensionless property
3stands for the ratio of one period of jet actuation to the time of flight of free stream over
the controlled surface [8]. Previous research has established that 2 ∼ 4 vortices should
stay constantly on the controlled surface for the effective separation control and that the jet
frequency operating within the range of 0.5 ≤ F+ ≤ 1.5 creates those number of vortices


















which represents the momentum ratio between jets and free stream velocity [10]. This






The application of synthetic jets can be largely categorized as flow separation delay,
aerodynamic performance enhancement, virtual aeroshaping, jet vectoring and mixing en-
hancement. The synthetic jets affect a boundary layer so that lift and drag on a cylinder
are significantly modified [11]. Experiments on a symmetric airfoil model also verifies the
control authority of synthetic jet actuators on the flow separation delay [10]. This work
demonstrated that under Reynolds number of 3.1 ∼ 7.25×105, the flow separates beyond
5◦ of Angle Of Attack (AOA), whereas it is completely attached up to 17.5◦ of AOA with
the introduction of synthetic jets into a location slightly upstream from the separation point.
Numerous simulations for synthetic jets have been conducted on a turbulent boundary layer,
showing the numerical results are in good agreement with the experiments [12–15]. The
virtual aeroshaping effect of synthetic jets has also drawn the attention of researchers. The
virtual aeroshaping is achieved by a stationary recirculation bubble as a result of the in-
teraction between the synthetic jets and the cross flow. This recirculation zone displaces
the streamlines in the boundary layer enough to modify the surface pressure gradient and
4the extent of separation [16, 17]. Furthermore, jet vectoring has emerges as an application
to take advantage of synthetic jets. The parameters of synthetic jets, such as actuation fre-
quency, location and velocity amplitude, have been examined to understand the mechanism
of controlling a primary jet by adjacent synthetic jets [18, 19]. Recently, the application of
synthetic jets has rapidly expanded. Synthetic jets have now been shown to be effective for
the fuel-air mixing in a turbine engine combustor and the thermal management of electronic
circuits [20–23].
B. Flow Separation Control Using Synthetic Jets
This research focuses on the ability of synthetic jets to delay flow synthetic jets and thus en-
hance aerodynamic performance. This is motivated by the promising potential of synthetic
jets for controlling the extent of flow separation by varying jet frequency or magnitude.
To date, a large amount of research literature has been published on flow separation
control for lifting surfaces using synthetic jets. Available research covers the dynamic stall
problem as well as static stall. The various factors that characterize the performance of
synthetic jets have been extensively examined [12, 24–30].
The mechanism by which synthetic jets suppress the separation of a wing can be ex-
plained as follows. Synthetic jets generate and promote vortex structures into a boundary
layer. These vortices transfer the high momentum of free stream from the outer edge of the
boundary layer to the inside of the boundary layer such that the reverse pressure gradient
is overcome and the flow separation delayed in situations such as high AOA. The delay of
flow separation leads to an increase in velocity and a decrease in pressure on the suction
side. Consequently, the pressure difference between the top and bottom surfaces becomes
larger and the lift force is improved [31].
Experiments on an airfoil using a reconfigurable synthetic jet actuator show that syn-
5thetic jets not only delay stall by simply suppressing the flow separation but can also ma-
nipulate the degree of the separation by varying the actuation frequency [32,33]. For these
experiments, the control and data monitoring system was developed to manage the AOA
and the synthetic jet frequency and to acquire the pressure distribution [34]. The system,
however, did not contain a feedback loop to relate the output aerodynamics to the input
command to SJA. Rather, the experiments were conducted in open-loop or with a man in
the loop.
Implementation of a feedback loop is essential for flow separation control using syn-
thetic jets. Supposing that a synthetic jet actuator is applied on an aircraft in flight, it should
cope with large uncertainties connected with the flow around a wing. In addition, the avail-
able power to operate the actuator would be limited during flight. Therefore, robustness and
efficiency of the controller are necessary to ensure acceptable performance of the actuator.
As alluded to earlier, the fundamental feature of synthetic jets, i.e. zero-net-mass flux,
facilitates the fabrication and installation of the jet actuator while it causes considerable
challenges from a control standpoint. As the actuator should maintain the periodic oscil-
lation at all times, it cannot generate an arbitrary profile for jet velocity. Therefore, the
controller has a limited degree of freedom for its output. The possible variables for control
are the magnitude and frequency of the oscillating jet velocity.
Two kinds of control methods have been proposed to overcome these difficulties. The
first approach suggested that the synthetic jet actuator should be operated at the frequency
F+ ≃ 0(10) that are at least an order of magnitude higher than F+ ≃ 1. In this range of the
actuation frequency, the interaction of the jets with the cross flow is invariant on the global
time scale of the flow and thus the changes of the aerodynamic forces become independent
of the actuation frequency [6]. In contrast, the second approach is to maintain F+ ≃ 1
constantly and control the jet momentum coefficient, Cµ . In this case, the mean value of
the downstream pressure was suggested as a feedback input [35]. These two approaches
6differ in terms of the operating frequency of the actuator. However, both of them share the
common concept that the rate of change of the pressure or aerodynamic coefficients, which
are the objectives of flow separation control, should be decoupled from the jet actuation
frequency. Considering the efficiency of energy consumption, the latter approach would be
preferable to the former, but more difficult in view of controller design due to the closeness
of the frequency ranges for control and actuation.
The strategy of jet excitation at F+ ≃ 1 was demonstrated via experiments on a hump
model that simulated the upper surface of Glauert Glass II airfoil in a cryogenic pressurized
wind tunnel at Mach number of 0.25 [36]. The pressure gradient, the difference between
the upstream and downstream pressure with respect to the jet exit slot, was used to charac-
terize the degree of flow reattachment and referred to as the pressure recovery parameter.
For actuator dynamics, the RMS (root mean squares) cavity pressure fluctuation in the ac-
tuator, which is known to be directly related to the jet momentum coefficient, was coupled
to the pressure command by second-order linear differential equations. The flow dynam-
ics, representing the response of the pressure recovery parameter to the cavity pressure
fluctuations, was also assumed to be a second-order linear system. The parameters of the
differential equations were fitted from the experimental results of the steady state and open-
loop step response. The jet oscillation operated constantly at 385 Hz. All the pressure data
sampled at a rate of 100 Hz were averaged over a period of 0.5 seconds. The averaged
signal was sent to the PC at a rate of 1 Hz.
The experimental results show that the actuator dynamics were much slower than the
flow dynamics so that the changes in the magnitude of the oscillatory excitation were per-
formed in a quasi-static state from the flow physics point of view. Consequently, the linear
discrete controller using only an integral gain was sufficiently effective to track the desired
pressure gradient and improve the transient response by minimizing the overshoot, since
the resultant open-loop dynamics was dominated by the actuator dynamics and the effects
7of the flow dynamics were negligible. Regarding the system performance, several issues
remain to be addressed, being:
• If the actuator dynamics becomes faster to improve the overall system performance,
the flow dynamics cannot be negligible any more and its nonlinear modeling is nec-
essary.
• Averaging has such a large time constant that it affects the system performance nega-
tively. Furthermore, it is not suitable to reject a noticeable magnitude of disturbances
coming from the jet actuation frequency and higher harmonic frequency band.
• A certain type of synthetic jet actuator is incapable of varying the jet magnitude. For
example, a piston-type SJA, which is implemented in this research, cannot adjust the
stroke freely. In that case, the jet frequency should be controlled instead of the jet
magnitude.
The lessons of this work serve as a useful starting point for our research.
C. Literature Review of Related Research
In this section, the previous work for modeling and feedback control of fluidic systems is
reviewed and important knowledge is collected. In particular, research relevant to synthetic
jets is highlighted.
For turbulent flow, feedback control of its fluctuation, particularly in a boundary layer,
has been extensively investigated [4]. Feedback control schemes for turbulence can be
categorized by examining the extent to which they are based on the governing flow equa-
tions as follows [37]: adaptive schemes, schemes based on physical arguments, schemes
based on dynamical systems approach and optimal control schemes applied directly to the
Navier-Stokes equations.
8In this review, early research is classified according to the modeling methodology
implemented for flow control. The importance of flow modeling has been highly empha-
sized for a long time, since it is fundamental to establish a successful closed-loop control
methodology on fluidic systems. From a control standpoint, the model should be of suffi-
ciently low order to be applicable in realistic control applications, while capturing the key
dynamics of the original physical system. However, it is challenging to develop an efficient
flow model to facilitate the synthesis of control algorithms that can guarantee the required
performance. The difficulties in modeling are mainly due to the strong nonlinearity and
infinite dimensionality of a fluid flow system.
First, analytical modeling regarding a synthetic jet actuator itself has been widely
explored. Given a membrane type actuator, the elastic solution for the membrane and
the compressible fluid model inside of the actuator were combined into a set of coupled
nonlinear differential equations by Rathnasingham and Breuer [5]. Similarly, Lockerby
and Carpenter proposed a jet model through the exit orifice using unsteady pipe-flow the-
ory [38]. The approximate model was a partial differential equation which was solved by
means of a finite difference scheme. As a different approach, a lumped element model of
a piezoelectric-type actuator was presented by Q. Gallas et al [39]. The individual compo-
nents of synthetic jets were modeled as elements of an equivalent electrical circuit. For a
piston-type jet actuator, the dynamics for mechanical parts, i.e. crank shaft-connecting rod
mechanism, was modeled in detail [40]. These studies contributed to improve insights into
the dependence of synthetic jets on geometry and material of the device. However, these
cannot account for the interaction of synthetic jets with external flow.
Research focusing on modeling and feedback control of external flow systems has
assumed an oscillating velocity condition for synthetic jets. Mathematical models, such
as ordinary differential equations, have been developed as relatively simple approaches
[27, 36, 41, 42]. The model structures are assumed based upon physical knowledge about
9aerodynamics and the model coefficients were estimated from numerical or experimental
results. Based upon the developed models, corresponding feedback controllers were pro-
posed. To delay dynamic stall, a controller was developed to determine the on-off switch of
oscillatory blowing using a model based stall observer [41].Furthermore, a linear controller
consisting of a bandpass filter and time delay was introduced to stabilize an oscillating cav-
ity flow albeit valid only for limited conditions [42].
Recently, reduced order modeling using Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) has
drawn attention, since the POD is known as an effective method to derive a low-dimensional
models of various fluidic systems [43]. The experimental or numerical solutions of the
physical system at prespecified time instances are called snapshots. After a singular value
decomposition of the snapshots, the leading generalized eigenvectors are chosen as a POD
basis. The Navier-Stokes equation can be projected onto this basis via Galerkin projection
to derive a set of ordinary differential equations for the time-varying magnitude [44]. Based
on POD, Rediniotis et al. [45] derived a reduced order Navier-Stokes model suitable for
synthetic jet actuation. They also presented a stable state feedback control laws for the
derived model. However, the realizability of the proposed control strategy remained as
unresolved issues. Moreover, in order to control the resonance of subsonic cavity flow,
the linear quadratic optimal state feedback controller and observer were synthesized based
upon the linearized POD model and verified through CFD simulations [46].
As discussed so far, a general strategy for the modeling and control of fluid flow sys-
tems has remained elusive, since the effective control approaches are all different depending
on the control objectives, flow conditions and geometries.
In this research, nonlinear modeling of the flow dynamics including the synthetic jets
and its frequency domain analysis are inspired by Glass and Franchek [47, 48]. They per-
formed the identification of a NARMAX model that captured the nonlinear dynamics re-
lating the by-pass idle air valve and engine speed in an internal combustion engine. This
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model was converted into a describing function representation to which a robust feedback
controller design was applied. The NARMAX is an nonlinear extension of an ARMAX
system identification method. It is capable of approximating a wide variety of nonlinear
functions. For example, non-linear models such as Hammerstein, Wiener, bilinear and
Volterra models can be interpreted as subclasses of NARMAX systems [49]. In particular,
the parameters of the polynomial NARMAX are linear so that existing parameter estima-
tion techniques such as least squares can be readily used [50]. Applications of NARMAX
method rages over a wide area such as gas turbine, combustion engine, heat exchanger and
dam health monitoring [51–54].
D. Objectives of the Research
The primary goal of this research is to assess the effect of synthetic jets on flow separation
and provide a feedback control strategy of flow separation using synthetic jets. The research
aims to achieve this goal by meeting the objectives given below:
• Investigate the effects of synthetic jets on flow separation using synthetic jet experi-
ments on an airfoil and CFD-based synthetic jet simulations.
• Identify the dynamic model of a fluidic system with synthetic jets by applying system
identification theory to CFD simulation results.
• Design a feedback control system to overcome the nonlinearity of a fluidic system
and guarantee system performance requirements.
The modeling and control work in this research were performed using CFD simula-
tion. A rounded backward facing step was chosen as a simulation domain and the flow was
assumed to be two-dimensional, incompressible and laminar. The employed synthetic jets
will oscillate slightly upstream from the flow separation point and the wall pressure on a
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downstream point from the jet slot is to be used as a feedback signal. An averaged value of
the feedback pressure represents the extent of flow separation on the slope. The controller
aims to achieve the maximum pressure recovery by controlling the synthetic jet frequency
with a constant jet magnitude.
E. Contributions of the Research
The contributions of this research are (i) determination of the properties of synthetic jets
by experiments and simulations, (ii) nonlinear modeling of synthetic jet interaction with
fluidic system and (iii) controller design for a fluidic system using synthetic jets. The
contributions can be stated as follows:
• The synthetic jet experiments were performed under static and dynamic conditions.
An integrated electronic system was developed for (i) controlling several motors in
the experimental system and (ii) collecting real-time sensor data. From the exper-
iments the maximum lift coefficient and stall angle were demonstrated to improve
monotonically as the jet frequency increased. This suggests that synthetic jets have
the potential to control the extent of flow separation by varying jet frequency.
• CFD simulations of synthetic jet actuation were conducted for a flat plate and a
rounded backward-facing step respectively. Based upon the simulation results, a
NARMAX model coupling the synthetic jet velocity and the pressure fluctuation
was identified. In particular, given three different free stream velocities, the corre-
sponding NARMAX models were identified for flat plate simulations. These models
showed that the effects of varying free stream velocity can be accommodated into the
model coefficients with an invariant model structure.
• A feedback control system for flow separation control was designed for the rounded
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backward-facing step. A low-pass filter was proposed instead of averaging to esti-
mate the pressure recovery. The low-pass filter separated the frequency components
of the pressure output into two different frequency bands: the lower frequency band
caused by the bias term of the synthetic jet frequency and the rate of change of the
jet frequency, and the higher frequency band caused by the jet frequency. The lower
frequency components showed a quasi-linear behavior that facilitated a linear control
synthesis. The reduced higher frequency components could be treated as nonlinear
disturbances.
• The response of the resulting closed loop feedback control system comprised of PI
controller, low-pass filter, SJA model and NARMAX model was shown to track the
desired pressure command with an improvement in the transient response over the
open-loop system.
F. Organization of the Dissertation
This dissertation consist of three main parts: motivational experiments, CFD simulations
for synthetic jet modeling and frequency response analysis and feedback control synthesis.
Immediately following this chapter, the results of the synthetic jet experiments on
a NACA 0015 airfoil are presented. The hardware and software of the data monitoring
and acquisition system for this experiment are explained. The experimental results are
discussed with an emphasis on the relationship between synthetic jet frequency and aero-
dynamic coefficients.
In Chapter III, the NARMAX identification method is introduced. The procedures of
parameter estimation and structure selection for the polynomial NARMAX are discussed.
In the following chapters, this identification method is implemented to construct the nonlin-
ear flow model that has the synthetic jet velocity as an input and the downstream pressure
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as an output.
In Chapter IV, the results for CFD simulations of synthetic jet actuation on a flat plate
are presented. The chapter consists of three parts: the boundary conditions for bound-
ary layer simulation, the velocity condition for synthetic jet actuation and the NARMAX
modeling of synthetic jets.
In Chapter V, synthetic jet actuation on a rounded backward-facing step is simulated.
The chapter presents the effects of the synthetic jet frequency on flow separation in terms
of mean pressure and shear stress distribution. Moreover, the effects of the free stream
velocity on the characteristic plot, which relates the jet frequency to the mean pressure, are
discussed.
In Chapter VI, given the CFD simulation for the rounded backward-facing step, a
methodology to synthesize a feedback controller for flow separation is presented. The
role of a low-pass filter in the feedback loop is thoroughly discussed using the describing






Synthetic jet experiments are performed under static and dynamic conditions. A piston-
type synthetic jet actuator is embedded into a NACA 0015 airfoil and the pressure distri-
bution around the airfoil is measured to calculate aerodynamic coefficients. The angle of
attack can be controlled to keep constant or to oscillate periodically. To investigate the var-
ious parameters of synthetic jet actuation, an integrated electronic system is developed for
(i) controlling the several motors in the experimental system and (ii) collecting real-time
sensor data. The experimental results show that the maximum lift coefficient and stall angle
improve monotonically as the jet frequency increases. It suggests that synthetic jets may
have the authority to control the extent of flow separation by varying the jet frequency.
B. Nomenclature




f Synthetic jet frequency (Hz)
F+ Reduced synthetic jet frequency
Re Reynolds number based upon the chord length
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DC motor





Fig. 1. Piston type synthetic jet actuator.
U∞ Free stream velocity
α Angle of attack (AOA) (deg.)
ρ Density of air (kg/m3)
C. Synthetic Jet Actuator
Figure 1 shows a recently developed synthetic jet actuator [32, 33]. 2 DC motors are con-
nected to 6 pistons by a crank mechanism such that rotating motion of the motors can be
converted into linear motion of the pistons, which create synthetic jets. In addition, the
actuator is capable of varying the width of an exit slot from 0 to 1.22 mm using a stepper
motor.
As shown in Fig. 2, this actuator is embedded in a NACA 0015 airfoil, which has a
chord length of 420 mm and a span of 430 mm. On the surface of the airfoil model, 32
pressure taps are placed to capture pressure data via a pressure scanner as shown in Fig. 3.
The pressure tap at the leading edge is numbered as the first pressure tap. The jets exit slot
is located at 12.5 % of the chord between the fourth and fifth tap. Through the slot, the jet
exits tangentially on the top surface of the wing to take advantage of the Coanda effect [9].
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(b) Schematic diagram for the synthetic jet experiments.
























Fig. 3. Placement of the pressure taps on the NACA 0015 airfoil
This airfoil model is supported by a vertical strut and linkage arrangement which allow the
angle of attack to be changed. The side plates are attached to both sides of the wing to
ensure a quasi-two-dimensional behavior of the flow on the wing. The detailed structure
and fabrication of the actuator can be found in the previous works [32, 33].
Experiments were conducted in a slow-speed wind tunnel under the free stream veloc-
ity 20 m/s, which corresponds to the Reynolds number 5.7×105 with respect to the chord
length of the airfoil.
D. Monitoring and Data Acquisition System
A large number of parameters need to be changed freely to examine the effects of synthetic
jet actuator on a flow field. First, the slot width and the driving motor speed in the actuator
should be precisely controlled, since those are the important variables which represent the
performance of the jets. Secondly, the system should be capable of either maintaining a
certain angle of attack (AOA) or maneuvering it dynamically, since the experiments are to
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be performed under static or dynamic conditions [34]. The objectives of the control and
data acquisition system can be summarized as follows.
1. Control system function
• SJA frequency control - DC motor speed control
• Exit slot width control - stepper motor control
• AOA control - DC motor angular position control
2. Data acquisition system function
• Acquisition of pressure measurement data
• ESP pressure scanner - 32 channel pressure transducer(sequential interface)
• Acquisition of AOA control performance data
Therefore, in this research, an integrated electronic system was developed for (1) con-
trolling several motors in the experimental system and (2) collecting real time sensor data.
The entire control and data acquisition system is composed of an electronic hardware sys-
tem and a Graphical User Interface (GUI) software with monitoring function. The hardware
in Fig. 4 consists of two main micro-controller boards and peripheral circuits.
The main core of the system is a Digital Signal Processor (DSP), TMS320C31, which
is responsible for AOA motor control, ESP data acquisition and TCP/IP communication
with the user interface. In cooperation with the DSP, the 8-bit micro-controller, PIC16F877,
manages the motor speed control for the SJA frequency and the stepper motor control for
the slot width.
These two are connected via RS232C serial communication. As shown in Fig. 5, a
GUI program is developed using JAVA programming language for data monitoring and
logging, parameter input from a user. This is installed separately on a laptop computer
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Fig. 4. Control and data acquisition hardware.
and TCP/IP protocol is implemented for data communication between the DSP and the
software.
Figure 6 shows schematically the structure of the entire system setup.
1. Hardware for AOA Control
TMS320C31 32-bit DSP in Fig. 7 plays a key role in the system. It operates at 40 MHz
clock speed and shows a performance of 50ns for floating point multiplication. This DSP
board contains the peripheral interfaces such as 32 kword RAM, 8251 USART - RS232C,
8254 programmable interval timer, 8255 programmable peripheral interface, two AD7874
12-bit A/D converter (8 CH) and three AD7247 12 bit D/A converter (6 CH). The objective
of TMS320C31 is to control the AOA by managing the DC motor-encoder assembly. A PI
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Fig. 6. Schematic diagram of a control and data acquisition system for the synthetic jet
experiments.
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Fig. 7. TMS320C31 DSP board.
The assembly of 9 0W geared DC motor with 42.871 : 1 gear reduction ratio and
500 PPR (Pulses Per Revolution) encoder was installed at the bottom end of the linkage
structure in Fig. 8. The motor is driven by the 600 Hz PWM carrier frequency with 0.025
% duty resolution. The feedback revolution signal can be captured through the quadrature
decoder counter, HCTL 2020 chip.
As the relationship between the encoder counts and AOA is nonlinear due to the char-
acteristics of the linkage mechanism, the calibration is required before the experiments.
The third order polynomial is implemented for this relationship as
α = c3 p3 + c2 p2 + c1 p, (2.1)
where α is the angle of attack and p the encoder counts. The calibration result is shown in
Fig. 9.
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Fig. 8. DC Motor-linkage assembly for AOA control.






















Fig. 10. Pressure data acquisition from the ESP scanner.
2. Hardware for Pressure Acquisition
The pressure data for the entire 32 channels are sampled every 10 ms. Figure 10 shows
that the ESP pressure scanner activates the 32 pressure ports consecutively and collects the
pressure data for each channel at every sampling time. It takes 1.76 ms to collect data from
all channels, since the channel select signal applied from the main DSP has a transition
characteristic of 20 µs delay before each 35 µs of A/D conversion.
3. Hardware for SJA Motor Control
As shown in Fig. 11, the PI feedback algorithm is implemented in PIC 16F877 micro-
controller system for the velocity control of the SJA motor such that the jet actuation fre-
quency can track the reference command precisely. The pulse signals, which are generated
for every revolution of the motor, are conditioned via a low pass filter to be used as feed-
back signals. The minimum detectable motor speed is 10.6 Hz. The feedback control
instructions are carried out every 10 ms, with 2 ms execution time.
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Fig. 11. SJA control system.
4. GUI software and Data Communication
The GUI software consists of two main functions: a system control interface and data
logging as shown in Fig. 12. The control interface enables a user to command parameters
related to SJA actuation frequency, angle of attack and slot width, and to carry out the
calibration of the pressure sensors.
The user can monitor changes of parameters and data through a graphic-format and
numeric-format display simultaneously. The monitored data by the DSP are refreshed on
the display every 0.2 seconds.
Most of all, the key function of the software is to store the acquired pressure and
AOA data transferred from the DSP. The data acquisition and logging is performed offline
to prevent the time delay which might be caused by data communication, whereas the
monitoring is executed online. The offline data logging scheme is as follows. Once a data
acquisition command is issued from PC to DSP, the DSP acquires and stores 70 bytes of
data in its RAM at 100 Hz sampling rate for 5 seconds such that the total size of the stored
data leads to 35 kilobyte. 700 bytes in the stored data are transferred every 0. 2 seconds
through TCP/IP such that it takes 10 seconds for the acquired data to be stored in a file by
the GUI software. Figure 13 shows the contents and methods of data communication in
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Data Monitoring & Logging
AOA reference, AOA, 
AOA motor duty (6 bytes)
32 channel pressure data  
(64 bytes)
System Control Interface
SJA speed, duty command 
Control mode (open/feedback) 




Off-line data acquisition start
Network Interface
Data Display
SJA &  stepper motor 
control data
AOA motor control data
Pressure distribution
AOA pitching parameter
TCP/IP comm.  status 
User
TCP/IP
Fig. 12. Block diagram of the GUI software.
detail.
E. Results
Figure 14 shows the complete setup for the synthetic jet experiments. The NACA 0015
airfoil model with the synthetic jet actuator was placed within the slow-speed wind tun-
nel. The experiments were managed from the monitoring software installed in a laptop
computer. One set data is acquired for 5 seconds with a 100 Hz sampling rate.
Two types of experiments were carried out. First the effects of synthetic jets were
investigated under the static conditions. With the wing set at a certain AOA, the SJA fre-
quency and the slot width were varied. The control parameters for the static experiments
are as follows:
• AOA (◦): 0, 1.5, 3, 5, 10, 15, 16.5, 18, 19.5, 21, 22.5, 24
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SJA motor speed reference
SJA motor speed &  duty
AOA motor position reference
AOA motor position & duty
: 24 bytes(on-line data block)
AOA motor position reference
AOA motor position & duty
ESP pressure data
: 700 bytes(off-line data block)
Fig. 13. Block diagram of data communication.
• Slot width (mm): 0.47, 0.72, 0.97, 1.22
• Dynamic Pressure (Pa): 260
Secondly, experiments were performed under dynamic wing pitching motion. The PI
controller implemented in the DSP made the wing follow the AOA reference command
such that the wing was driven in a range 0◦ to 25◦ for AOA, in a sinusoidal and triangular
pitching motion. The AOA pitching motion frequencies were varied from 0.2 Hz to 2 Hz in
increments of 0.2 Hz. The control parameters for the dynamic experiments are as follows:
• Range of pitching motion (◦): 0◦ ∼ 25◦
• Frequencies of the pitching motion (Hz): 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0, 1.2, 1.4, 1.6, 1.8, 2.0
• SJA frequency (Hz): 60
• Slot width (mm): 1.22
• Dynamic Pressure (Pa): 260 (corresponding to U∞ = 20.9m/s)
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Fig. 14. Experimental setup in the wind tunnel dedicated to the synthetic jet experiments.
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The reduced frequencies, F+ in (1.1), corresponding to the jet frequencies used in
the experiments were 0.61 (35 Hz), 0.80 (45 Hz), 0.97 (55 Hz), 1.15 (65 Hz). F+ was
computed with respect to the distance from the jet exit to the trailing edge or the flow-
reattached point. All of them are within the range of 0.5 ≤ F+ ≤ 1.5 where the maximum
efficiency of synthetic jet actuation is achieved.
The measured pressures around the wing was integrated to obtain sectional lift force
and moment coefficients in (2.3) and (2.4), where the width of wing was disregarded due
to the quasi-two-dimensional assumption about the airfoil model. The moment coefficient


















where CP is a pressure coefficient, CL a sectional lift coefficient and CM a sectional moment
coefficient. The c and U∞ stands for the chord length and free stream velocity respectively.
1. Static Tests
Figure 15 shows examples of the acquired pressure data. These time-series data were
collected at the fourth pressure tap from the leading edge on the upper part of the airfoil,
varying SJA frequency and AOA. At α = 21◦, the 65Hz synthetic jet actuation recovers the
pressure and suppresses its fluctuation, compared with the case of no actuation. This plot
verifies that the developed monitoring and data acquisition system can capture the effects
of synthetic jets on flow separation effectively.
The captured pressure data for every pressure taps are averaged to yield the mean
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α=21°, 65 Hz SJA
Fig. 15. Pressure coefficients acquired at the fourth pressure tap from the leading edge.
pressure distribution around the wing. Figure 16 shows the effects of the SJA frequency on
the mean pressure distribution, with the angle of attack varied from 0◦ to 24◦. As shown
in Figs. 16(a)-(g), the synthetic jets have little effect on the pressure profile at low angles of
attack, even though the SJA frequency increases. However, as the angle of attack increases
higher shown in Figs. 16(h)-(l), the synthetic jets improve the reverse pressure gradient
(or pressure recovery) on the upper surface. in the absence of jet actuation, the reverse
pressure gradient on the upper surface begins to decrease from α = 18◦ and it becomes
nearly flat except small area close to the leading edge. The flatness of the overall pressure
gradient indicates the flow separation on the airfoil. With actuation, the rapid pressure
recovery occurs for 0 < x/c < 0.2 and thereafter the pressure varies gradually towards the
trailing edge. Consequently, the pressure difference between the upper and bottom surfaces
increases and the resulting lift force on the wing is improved as well.
The plots in Figs. 16(i)-(l) present the effects of the SJA frequency. All the pressure
profiles for the jet frequencies f = 35 ∼ 65 Hz are similar at α = 19.5◦. The reverse
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Fig. 16. Pressure coefficient distribution around the airfoil.
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(a) slot width = 0.47mm















(b) slot width = 0.72mm















(c) slot width = 0.97mm















(d) slot width = 1.22mm
Fig. 17. Lift coefficients for varying angle of attack, slow width and synthetic jet frequency.
pressure gradient for f = 35 Hz begins to decrease at α = 21.0◦, while those for higher
frequencies f = 45 ∼ 65Hz are maintained. However, at α = 22.5◦, only the 65Hz ac-
tuation is effective for the pressure recovery. Finally, the flow on the airfoil is completely
separated at α = 24◦ regardless of the jet frequency. This relationship between the pressure
and SJA frequency implies that the degree of flow separation can be controlled in terms of
the pressure by controlling the synthetic jet frequency.
Figures 17 and 18 present the effects of synthetic jets on the lift and moment coeffi-
cients. Given the various jet frequencies and slot widths, the coefficients are examined
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(a) slot width = 0.47mm
















(b) slot width = 0.72mm
















(c) slot width = 0.97mm
















(d) slot width = 1.22mm
Fig. 18. Moment coefficients for varying angle of attack, slow width and synthetic jet fre-
quency.
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with respect to α = 0◦ ∼ 24.0◦. The synthetic jets elevate the maximum lift coefficient and
extend the stall angle effectively. For example, compared with the baseline case (no actua-
tion), the 65 Hz actuation with 1.22 mm slot width improves the maximum lift by 25% and
extend the stall angle by 6◦ as shown in Fig. 17(d). Moreover, the lift coefficient above the
post-stall angle (> 16◦) can be controlled continuously by varying SJA frequency. Figure
18 also shows the ability of the SJA frequency to manipulate the pitching moment of the
wing.
This control authority of synthetic jet on aerodynamic coefficients is in accordance
with its effects on the pressure distribution as discussed earlier, since the coefficients are
computed directly from the pressure distributions shown in Fig. 16. On the other hand, the
results show the limitation. Synthetic jets are effective only in the post-stall angle region.
It means that synthetic jets have little effect in case the flow is attached on the wing [32].
2. Dynamic Tests
Figure 19 presents the performance of the AOA controller and the captured pressure under
0.4 Hz sinusoidal pitching motion of the wing, as an example of the dynamic experiments.
The results in the absence of jet actuation are shown in Fig. 19(a) and those with the jets
shown in Fig. 19(b). The good match of the measured AOA to the command for a sinu-
soidal pitching motion in Fig. 19 verifies that the PI controller is successfully implemented
for the AOA control. The severe disturbances and abrupt transition of the pressures in
Fig. 19(a) indicate the flow separation for t = 1.4 ∼ 2.1, 3.9 ∼ 4.6, where the AOA of the
wing is approximately above α = 20◦. In contrast, as shown in Fig. 19(b), the synthetic
jet actuation affects the pressure response such that the duration and range of AOA of flow
separation are reduced significantly compared with Fig. 19(a). Furthermore, the high fre-
quency components are observed in the pressure data of the 5th∼7th taps, which are located
downstream of the exit slot, while the those data of fourth tap, which are upstream of the
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(b) 60 Hz synthetic jet actuation.
Fig. 19. Time-history data for the 0.4 Hz sinusoidal pitching motion.
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(a) Pitching freq.= 0.2Hz
C L








(b) Pitching freq.= 0.2Hz






(c) Pitching freq.= 0.4Hz
C L








(d) Pitching freq.= 0.4Hz






(e) Pitching freq.= 0.6Hz
α (deg.)
C L









(f) Pitching freq.= 0.6Hz
No SJA
60Hz SJA
Fig. 20. Lift and moment coefficients for sinusoidal pitching motions of the wing.
slot, does not. These harmonic components are resulted from synthetic jets, since the jet
frequency is much higher than the pitching frequency.
Figure 20 shows the lift and moment coefficients with various pitching frequencies.
As alluded to earlier, the synthetic jets are activated at 60 Hz. Compared with the baseline
condition (no actuation), the effects of synthetic jets on the lift coefficient CL are twofold:
the maximum value of CL increases and the size of hysteresis is reduced. In particular, the
hysteresis loop is eliminated at 2 Hz pitching frequency.
Below the 1 Hz pitching rate in Figs. 20(a)-(j), where a dynamic stall vortex does not
occur, the baseline plots without SJA show that as the pitching frequency increases, the
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(j) Pitching freq.= 1.0Hz
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onset of the stall is more delayed up to the maximum pitching angle (25◦) and the size of
the hysteresis loop becomes larger due to the delay of the flow reattachment. In contrast,
the plots with the jet actuation show the different characteristics. Regardless of the pitching
frequency, the flow keeps attached up to 25◦ for pitch-up cycle and the sizes of hysteresis
loop decrease considerably. It indicates that the synthetic jets force the flow to attach on the
wing during the pitching movement. Above the pitching frequency 1.0 Hz, typical dynamic
stall effects are observed in Figs. 20(j)-(t). The dynamic stall vortices (DSV) caused by the
fast pitching motion delay the onset of the stall up to the maximum pitching angle even
without the jet actuation [33]. However, synthetic jets still strengthen the reattachment
mechanism such that the hysteresis loops are diminished during the pitch-down movement.
In addition, the jets barely influence the CL at low AOA during the pitch-up cycle, since the
flow is attached during this cycle, even for the baseline condition [32]. These results verify
again that synthetic jets are effective only to the condition of flow separation, as discussed





As synthetic jets are a series of large unsteady vortical structures, physical modeling based
on Navier-Stokes equations is significantly demanding. Furthermore, the flow model in
this research is to have a synthetic jet velocity as an input and a pressure as an output.
Therefore, it is suitable to build a SISO dynamic model directly via parameter estimation
of input-output data relationships. For this purpose, a NARMAX identification method is
introduced. The NARMAX method is a nonlinear extension of an ARMAX identification
method and has a wide area of application, from real system identification to the analysis
of nonlinear differential equations with strong nonlinearities. A NARMAX equation is
y(k) = F

y(k−1), . . . ,y(k−ny),x(k−1), . . . ,x(k−nx),
ε(k−1), . . . ,ε(k−nε)

+ξ (k) ,
where F[·] denotes a nonlinear function, x and y are discrete-time input and output signals.
ε and ξ stand for possible noise and residual error. The nonlinear function F can be a
polynomial, rational function, radial basis functions, or any other function subject to some
mild constraints [51].
In this chapter, particularly, a polynomial NARX (NARMAX with the noise terms
excluded) is implemented, neglecting the noise terms. The advantage of the polynomial
NARX model is that the model is linear with respect to model parameters. Hence, the well-
defined least squares method can be applied to estimate the parameters. In what follows, the









θixi (k)+ξ (k) for k = 1,2, . . . ,n, (3.1)
where y is the measured output, xi the regressor terms, θi the model coefficients and ξ
the residual error. m and n denote the number of regressors and data for the identification
respectively. A vector form of (3.1) is
Y = XΘ+Ξ, (3.2)
where Y,Ξ ∈ Rn×1, Θ ∈ Rm×1 and X ∈ Rn×m.











x1 (k) = 1,
i = 2 . . .n, p, q ≥ 0, 1 ≤ p+q ≤ L,
1 ≤ ny j ≤ ny, 1 ≤ nuk ≤ nu,
(3.3)
where u denotes the input data. For example, a full set of NARMAX equation for the
first-order dynamics ny = nu = 1 with a second-order nonlinearity L = 2 is
yˆ(k) = θ1 +θ2y(k−1)+θ3u(k−1)
+θ4y(k−1)2 +θ5y(k−1)u(k−1)+θ6u(k−1)2 . (3.4)
As shown in (3.3), the permutations of input and output pairings generate a large number
of possible regressor terms. The number of regressors in (3.4) is 6, while the case for
ny = nu = 3 and L = 2 increases the number of regressors up to 28.
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If the system structure is predetermined before the identification and only those re-
gressors terms are included in (3.2), the least squares problem is simply defined to find the
parameter vector Θ to minimize ‖Y −XΘ‖. However, the system structure is mostly un-
known at the initial stage of the identification. If all the possible regressors are considered
in the model such as (3.4), the model contains the excessively redundant terms such that
it becomes more complicated and its accuracy may deteriorate. Therefore, it is crucial to
obtain the parsimonious model that has the best fit to the original system with a certain
criterion.
Suppose that X is a full set including all the possible regressors and Xs ⊆ X . The
problem combining the parameter estimation and structure selection can be stated as [50]
Select Xs from X and find the corresponding Θs to minimize ‖Y −XsΘs‖.
It is very demanding to achieve the optimal solution for this problem, since all the pos-
sible subset Xs should be examined. Hence, the suboptimal approach to select the model
structure is introduced in Section D.
In what follows, the orthogonal least squares method with forward selection algo-
rithm [55] is implemented to identify the significant terms among all the possible terms
and calculate the corresponding Θs simultaneously. Appendix C contains the MATLABr
source codes for the NARMAX identification discussed in this chapter.
C. Parameter Estimation
The analytical least squares solution of (3.2) is well known as
Θ = (XT X)−1XTY. (3.5)
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However, the numerical computation of the pseudo-inverse matrix (XT X)−1 has severe
drawbacks since this matrix is often ill-conditioned and inaccurate results are produced.
Therefore, the orthogonal least squares (OLS) method first projects the regressor vectors X
into the orthogonal subspace W . This is called orthogonalization. The projected form of X
into W is
X = W ·A,
= [W1 . . . Wm]
















where the regression matrix, W ∈ Rn×m, consists of orthogonal column vectors [W1 . . . Wm]
and A ∈ Rm×m is the upper triangular matrix. Due to the orthogonality, W TW = D where
D is a positive diagonal matrix.
The auxiliary model of (3.2) can be written as
Y = ˆY +Ξ = Wg+Ξ, (3.7)
where g = AΘ. Consequently, The least squares problem to minimize the norm ‖Y −XΘ‖





)−1W TY = D−1W TY, (3.8)
where D−1 has better numerical properties than (XT X)−1 in (3.2) such that the accuracy of
the solution can be improved.
Any orthogonalization method such as Gaussian elimination, Cholesky decomposi-
tion, classical Gram-Schmidt (CGS), modified Gram-Schmidt (MGS), Householder trans-
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formation, Givens method and singular value decomposition are available to solve this
problem. In this research, the MGS method is implemented due to its simplicity and easy
computer programmability. In addition, the MGS is more stable and has less round-off
errors than the CGS.
The MGS process calculates W and A in (3.6) recursively [50]. The MGS procedure













X (k)i = X
(k−1)
i −αkiWk,
for X (0)i = Xi, k = 1 . . .m−1, i = k +1 . . .m, (3.9)
where the superscript (·)(k) stands for the kth iteration step. At the last mth step, Wm =








Y (k) = Y (k−1)−gkWk,
, for Y (0) = Y , k = 1 . . .m. (3.10)







αk jθ j for k = m−1,m−2, . . . ,1.
(3.11)
D. Structure Selection
If the structure of the nonlinear system is unknown, the most important point in the system
identification is not to miss the significant regressor terms which should be included in
the resulting model [50]. The most apparent approach to select ms significant regressor
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terms out of a set of m given regressors is to examine all the possible different models, the
number of which is 2m−1. This requires the demanding computation and is not possible
in practical application except very simple systems.
As an efficient strategy for selecting the suboptimal subset, three approaches are
widely known: forward selection, backward selection and stepwise selection [56]. In this
research, the forward selection method is implemented, combining with the orthogonal
least squares method. The procedure of this algorithm [57] is.
1. At the first step, the basis vector, which best fit the data set with certain criterion, is
selected from W .
2. Iteratively, the basis vector is selected from the remainder of W by a certain criterion
and is combined to the previously selected set of basis vectors.
A measure of significance of a regressor, which will be used as the criterion for the
forward selection, is derived as follows. Suppose that Ws ∈ Rn×ms is the orthogonal set
corresponding to the subset Xs. Assuming that the residual error, Ξ, is not correlated to the



























,where the term W Ti Wig2i stands for the contribution of the regressor vector Wi into the error.
If this value is comparably large, it means that the MSPE will be reduced considerably by
adding the regressor Wi into the model. As a result, the error reduction ratio (ERR) for the






After comparing the ERR values of the remaining regressor vectors X (k−1)i for i =
k, . . . ,m at every iteration step of the MGS procedure in (3.9), the model structure at kth step
is incremented with the regressor that has the highest value of ERR [53]. The procedure is
stopped if ERR is less than a preset threshold [55].
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CHAPTER IV
CFD SIMULATION AND NARMAX MODELING ON A FLAT PLATE
A. Overview
CFD simulations are performed to examine the effects of synthetic jets on a boundary
layer established on a flat plate. Nektar, a Navier-Stokes equation solver using hp spectral
method [58, 59], is used for the simulation. The flow is assumed to be 2-dimensional,
incompressible and laminar.
Boundary conditions are carefully examined to guarantee the development of the ac-
curate boundary layer. In addition, the feasibility of an approximate synthetic jet model is
investigated by the simulation in a quiescent flow. The verified boundary and jet conditions
will be applied to the flow separation simulations in Chapter V.
The boundary layer simulations are performed for three different free stream veloc-
ities: U∞ = 15m/s, 17.5m/s, 20m/s. A NARMAX system identification method will be
applied to the simulation results to examine the flow modeling, where the effects of vary-
ing free stream velocity are accommodated into the variation of model coefficients, with an
invariant model structure.
B. Nomenclature
A Amplitude of synthetic jets
d Slot width
f Synthetic jet frequency
x Streamwise direction tangential to a surface




v j Synthetic jet velocity
U∞ Free stream velocity
δ Boundary layer thickness
ν Kinematic viscosity
(·)o Characteristic variable for nondimensionalization
(·)∗ Dimensionless variable
C. Synthetic Jet Model
The fundamental role of a synthetic jet actuator is to perturb a boundary layer flow by oscil-
latory motion. Therefore, the jet actuation can be approximated as a periodic suction/blow-
ing velocity condition. In this research, synthetic jets are modeled as a wall-normal velocity
condition with a spatial configuration f (x) as follows.

u(x,y = 0, t) = 0
v(x,y = 0, t) = A · f (x) · sin(2pi f t)
, for 0 < x/d < 1, (4.1)
where x denotes the streamwise direction tangential to a surface, y the cross-stream direc-
tion normal to a surface and u and v are the velocities for x and y directions respectively.
d is a jet slot width. The temporal configuration sin(2pi f t), which represents the periodic
excitation of synthetic jets, guarantees a essential characteristic of the jets, i.e. the zero net
mass flux, in the time-average sense.
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f(x)=1, "top hat" 
f(x)=sin2(2pix/d) 
f(x)=sin(2pix/d) 
Fig. 21. Three different spatial configurations of the jets exiting the slot.
The previous experimental and numerical works [6, 12–15] present three possible an-
alytical configurations for f (x) as shown in Fig. 21. Among them, the “top hat” config-
uration matches most closely the experimental results, while its shape varies depending
on the characteristics of slot, cavity and inner moving surface [14, 15, 60]. Although the
profiles of three configurations are apparently different, all of them give similar flow solu-
tions qualitatively [13, 60]. sin(2pi f t) is employed for this research, since it is the simplest
configuration among them and behaves numerically better than the “top hat” profile. The
resultant wall-normal velocity component for synthetic jets is
v j(x,y = 0, t) = A · sin(
pix
d ) · sin(2pi f t), for 0 < x < d. (4.2)
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Table I. Physical properties for the numerical simulation.
kinematic viscosity (m2/s) 1.51×10−5
slot width (mm) 1.22
distance from a leading edge to a jet exit slot (mm) 62
boundary layer thickness
at a slot position, δo (mm, for U∞ = 20m/s) 1.1323
D. CFD Simulation
1. Nondimensionalization
As shown in Table I, physical properties for the simulation refer to the parameters of the
previous wind tunnel experiments in Chapter II. The jet amplitude is assumed to be 4 m/s
and the jet exit slot is placed at the origin of the simulation coordinates and the boundary
layer thickness at the slot is calculated via the Blasius boundary layer equation [61].
The parameters are nondimensionalized by a boundary layer thickness at the slot,
δo (= 1.1312mm), and a free stream velocity, U∞ (= 20m/s). Therefore, the convective
time scale, tc(= δo/U∞), becomes 5.6615×10−5 seconds. The dimensionless variables are
defined as follows.
• velocity: u∗ = u/U∞, v∗ = v/U∞
• coordinates: x∗ = x
/
δo, y∗ = y
/
δo
• time: t∗ = t
/
tc




, where ρ is a density.









Fig. 22. Schematic diagram of CFD simulation conditions.
• Reynolds number: Re = U∞δo
/
ν
In what follows, the asterisk representing a dimensionless variable is omitted for conve-
nience. The dimensional values are highlighted in parentheses if necessary.
2. Boundary Conditions and Grid Distribution
The schematic diagram for the CFD simulations on a flat plate is shown in Fig. 22. Since
the essential effects of synthetic jets stem from the interaction of the jets with the boundary
layer, the boundary conditions for the simulation domain should be properly implemented
to ensure the accurate establishment of a laminar boundary layer on the flat plate in the
absence of jet actuation.
In what follows, the effects of boundary conditions are discussed with an emphasis on
the inlet velocity condition that contributes mostly to the properties of the boundary layer.
As shown in Fig. 23, suppose that the domain S2, which corresponds to a rectangle ABCD,
is the main domain where the synthetic jet will be ejected and a domain S1, which corre-
sponds to a rectangle EFGH, is the upstream domain overlapped with the main domain S2.
Considering the domain S2, the streamwise velocity u and cross-stream velocity v
















Fig. 23. Two overlapped domains to compute the v profile of inlet velocities at DA.
the Blasius equation [61]





where the boundary conditions are
η = 0 : f = 0, f ′ = 0,
η → ∞ : f ′ = 1.
(4.4)
Using (4.3) and (4.4), the velocity components are obtained as






η f ′− f ) , (4.5)








In contrast, as y→∞, u→U∞ and v→ 0 in real world. Therefore, the Blasius solution does
not provide the v profile outside the boundary layer. The procedure to obtain the profile of
v for y > δ is proposed as follows:
1. The simulation for the domain S1 is performed, considering only the u component at
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u(y) for 0 ≤ y ≤ δ1,
1 for δ1 < y ≤ L .
v/U∞ = 0 for 0 ≤ y ≤ L,
(4.7)
where u(y) and v(y) are polynomial equations obtained by least-squares fitting (4.5).
2. From the simulation results of the domain S1, the v data for y > δ2 at the section DA
is obtained and the polynomial function for those velocity data is calculated by the
least squares method.




u(y) for 0 ≤ y ≤ δ2,




v1(y) for 0≤ y ≤ δ2,
v2(y) for δ2 < y ≤ L,
(4.8)
where u(y) and v1(y) are polynomials obtained by least-squares fitting (4.5) and v2(y)
is a polynomial obtained at the section DA of the domain S1.
The proposed method is demonstrated in the exemplary domain of Fig. 24. The simu-
lations are performed for three different boundary setups in Table II. The velocity profiles
in the case 3 are obtained according to the aforementioned procedure. The outlet bound-
ary condition for BC is fixed as an “out flow” condition that stands for the zero Neumann
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Fig. 24. Exemplary domain to examine the proposed approximation of inlet velocity condi-
tion.
Table II. Three different boundary setups for the domain shown in Fig. 24.
inlet (DA) top (AB)
case 1 u=Blasius, v=0 u=1, v=0
case 2 u=Blasius, v=0 out flow
case 3 u=Blasius, v=approximated out flow
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for 0 ≤ y ≤ δ ,
u(y) = 1 for y > δ ,
(4.9)





































+ c0 for y > δ ,
(4.10)
























The simulation results for each case are compared with the Blasius solutions. Figure
25 presents the u and v velocity distributions normal to the surface. The u profiles for
each case are almost identical to the Blasius solution, while the v profile of the case 3
shows the smallest error compared with those of the cases 1 and 2. Figure 26 presents
the effects of each boundary setup on the wall pressure and shear stress distributions. It
also confirms the case 3 is the best approximation to the Blasius solution. Therefore, the
proposed method, which corresponds to the case 3, improves effectively the accuracy of
boundary layer simulation.
For synthetic jet simulation, the grid distribution and boundary conditions of the flat
plate for U∞ = 20m/s(Re = 1608) is shown in Fig. 27. Regarding the inlet condition, the
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(a) u(top) and v(bottom) at x = 0.






















(b) u(top) and v(bottom) at x = 10.
Fig. 25. u and v profiles at different x coordinates.
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Fig. 26. Comparison of wall pressure (top) and shear stress (bottom) distributions for dif-
ferent cases of boundary conditions.
AB: zero Neumann B.C.
BC: zero Neumann B.C.
CD: wall B.C. (no slip)





Fig. 27. Grid distribution and boundary conditions for Re = 1608.
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Fig. 28. Contour plot for u velocity in the absence of jet actuation.













































+ c0 for y > δ ,
(4.12)

















The number of total elements is 252 and the grids are clustered with respect to the
jet slot at 0 ≤ x ≤ 1.06, y = 0. The distance from the jet slot to the outlet boundary is
50, enough to prevent the convected vortices from reflecting at the outlet boundary. The
polynomial order of the spectral method is 14 and the time step for the simulation is 0.002.
Figure 28 presents a u velocity contour plot in the absence of jet actuation, implement-
ing the aforementioned boundary conditions. This snapshot in steady-state will serve as an






Fig. 29. Coordinates (dots) where time-series data are captured.
The magnitude of synthetic jet actuation is 4 m/s. Time-series data for velocity and
pressure are captured at the coordinates in Fig. 29. The downstream data is collected farther
from the jets than the upstream data, since vortices created by the jet are fully developed at
4 to 5 times the slot width away from the slot.
3. Synthetic Jets in Quiescent Flow
Before investigating the interaction of synthetic jets with cross flow, synthetic jet actuation
is examined in a quiescent flow. It helps verifying the assumed jet model and assessing the
formulation of synthetic jets.
Synthetic jets in a quiescent flow result from the interactions of a series of vortices that
are created by periodically repeating suction and blowing of flow across the slot. During
the blowing period, the exiting flow separates at both edges of the slot and rolls into a pair
of vortices as shown in Fig. 30(a). During the suction period, the flow in the vicinity of the
slot comes into the slot and the created pair of vortices depart from the slot with their own
self-induced velocity as shown in Fig. 30(b) [6].
A series of the vortex pairs are symmetric with respect to the centerline of the jets and
the flows in each vortex of the pair rotate to the counterclockwise and clockwise directions
respectively. Typically, the moving mechanisms of synthetic jet actuators, e.g. acoustic
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(a) At the peak blowing.
(b) At the peak suction.
Fig. 30. Vorticity (left) and pressure (right) contour plots for the synthetic jet actuation with
f = 0.0396 (700 Hz). The arrows denote the velocity vectors.
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waves or the motion of a diaphragm or a piston, induce the pressure drop which alternates
periodically across the exit slot. Such pressure variations in the vicinity of the slot can be
observed in Fig. 30.
Although the simulations in this research do not take into account the high-fidelity
modeling for the synthetic jet actuation consisting of orifice, cavity and inner moving
boundary, the results validate that the assumed velocity condition in (4.2) contains the
essential characteristics of synthetic jets.
4. Interaction of Synthetic Jets with a Boundary Layer
With the Reynolds number Re = 1608 (U = 20 m/s), the effects of synthetic jet frequency
are presented in Fig 31. The jet frequencies are given by f =0.0057 (100 Hz), 0.0226 (400
Hz).
Figures 31(b) and 31(c) present the interaction of the synthetic jets with the bound-
ary layer by means of vorticity contours, compared with Fig. 31(a) in the absence of jet
actuation, A pair of vortices are created during the blowing period, while those are asym-
metric unlike the case for the quiescent flow. The approaching boundary layer flow, which
has the clockwise vorticity, weakens the counterclockwise vortex and the separation bub-
ble in the lee of the clockwise vortex is created. This bubble, confirmed in the previous
experiments [62,63], is presumably due to the blockage effect of the jet. Consequently, the
streamlines of the crossing boundary layer flow are displaced. However, those vortices can
not escape out of the boundary layer, since the jet magnitude is comparably less than the
free stream velocity. During the following suction period, this vorticity moves away from
the jet exit and travel downstream close to the wall, while maintaining its structure. This is
a unique characteristic that cannot be observed in continuous suction or blowing and pro-
motes the effective transference of high momentum of free stream into the boundary layer.
As the jet frequency increases, the size of the separation bubble decreases and the distances
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(a) In the absence of jet actuation.
(b) For the synthetic jet frequency f = 0.0057 (100 Hz).
(c) For the synthetic jet frequency f = 0.0226 (400 Hz).
Fig. 31. Vorticity contour plots at the moment of peak blowing and suction of the synthetic
jet actuation.
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between each bubble become closer.
Examination of time-series data also confirms the mechanism of synthetic jet actua-
tion. Figure 32 presents the time-series data at the upstream and downstream cross-section
points described at Fig. 29. The coordinates of the measuring points are (-1.0, 0.1) on the
upstream section and (6.0, 0.1) on the downstream section. Evidently, the plots for the up-
stream and downstream data show the considerable difference. The upstream velocities and
pressure responses show the smooth curves similar to simple sinusoids, while the down-
stream data contain strong nonlinear characteristics which vary with depending on the jet
frequency. This distinction is due to the fact that the vortices created by the actuation con-
vect following the direction of the free stream so that those influence only the downstream
flow. For the downstream data at x=6.0, the negative ranges of the u velocity indicate the
reversed flow, during which the v velocity for f = 0.0226 shows abrupt transition, while
the v velocity for f = 0.0057 displays slight fluctuation. The sharp peaks correspond to the
moment at which the separation bubble crosses the measuring point. Therefore, a nonlinear
system identification method is necessary to construct a dynamic model for the downstream
flow response.
The mean velocity profiles at downstream are compared with the baseline profile of
the laminar boundary layer flow in Fig. 33. The mean velocity distribution does not show
any reverse flow. Interestingly, the velocities for 0 ≤ y < 0.25 at x =2.5, 5 exceed the
baseline profile slightly. These overshoots can be detected similarly if steady jets blow
tangentially along the wall [61]. Comparing the velocity profiles of f = 0.0057 (100 Hz)
and f = 0.0226 (400 Hz), the velocity profile of f = 0.0057 (100 Hz) approaches to the
profile of f = 0.0226 (400 Hz) as the distance from the slot increases and the profile of
f = 0.0226 (400 Hz) vary little for the entire downstream distance. As the jet frequency
increases, the velocity profile converges to a certain shape within a shorter distance.
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(a) for the synthetic jet actuation f = 0.0057 (100 Hz).























(b) for the synthetic jet actuation f = 0.0226 (400 Hz).
Fig. 32. Time-series data of u (top), v (middle) and p (bottom) at upstream (x=-1.0, y=0.1)
and downstream (x=6.0, y=0.1) cross section points. The red lines stand for the jet


















































Fig. 33. Mean u profiles at the cross sections of x = 2.5,5,7.5,10,20,30 for different syn-
thetic jet frequencies.
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E. Modeling of Synthetic Jets
An input signal for system identification should have sufficient frequency contents to cover
the important frequency bandwidth of the system. Consequently, a chirp signal is chosen
as an input for the identification, since it shows good control in the excited frequency
band [64] and its sinusoidal characteristic matches the nature of synthetic jet actuation.
The proposed chirp signal is








, 0 ≤ t ≤ M, (4.14)
where the instantaneous frequency increases linearly from f1 to f2 over a time period M.
The NARMAX identification in (3.1)) is performed on the downstream pressure re-
sponse at (6.0, 0.1), with a chirp signal given as a synthetic jet velocity. The chirp signal
sweeps the frequency band from 0.0028 (50Hz) to 0.0283 (500Hz) and the pressure re-
sponse is acquired as shown in Fig. 34. As for the order of the model, a second-order
dynamic system structure with second-order nonlinearities is chosen for the present study.





where p is the pressure output and v the input jet velocity. By applying the forward selection
method in Chapter III, only 7 regressor terms are selected.
To validate the identified model given by (4.15), the CFD simulation and estimated
results are compared for two different actuation frequencies in Figs. 35 and 36.
The time-domain responses show that the NARMAX model matches the CFD results
successfully in steady-state. From the frequency spectrum analysis, the model matches
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(a) Chirp signal for the jet actuation as an input.









(b) Pressure outputs of the simulation (dashed)
and the identified model (dotted) at (x=6,y=1).
Fig. 34. NARMAX System identification.







(a) Time domain response.

















Fig. 35. Comparison of the CFD results (dashed) and the NARMAX model response (solid)
for f = 0.0057 (100Hz).
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(a) Time domain response.
















Fig. 36. Comparison of the CFD results (dashed) and the NARMAX model response (solid)
for f = 0.0226 (400Hz).
the two dominant harmonic-frequency components (1×, 2×), but the errors at each peak
increase for higher harmonic components. Increasing the maximum lags for input /output
or adding the time delay will be helpful to improve the accuracy of the model. This issue
will be discussed in Chapter V.
The same procedure is repeated for Re = 1206(U∞ = 15m/s), Re = 1407(17.5m/s).
The regressor terms are the same as those for Re = 1608 so as to examine how the varia-
tion of external flow conditions influences the model parameters and estimation error with
the fixed model structure. Before the identification, the scale conversion is made on the
simulation results for Re = 1206, 1407 to compare those with the data for Re = 1608 with
respect to the same nondimensionalization scheme. The scaling formulae for the measured















Table III. Comparison of model coefficients for different free stream velocities.
Regressor(pi) ˆθi(Re = 1206) ˆθi(Re = 1407) ˆθi(Re = 1608)
p(k−1) 1.695299 1.584948 1.481378
p(k−2) -0.702646 -0.616763 -0.541882
v(k−1) 0.016703 0.044092 0.075060
v(k−2) -0.019884 -0.051217 -0.088163
p(k−2)2 2.376915 1.923612 1.462855
p(k−1)v(k−1) -3.373990 -3.210335 -2.776820
p(k−1)v(k−2) 3.666473 3.551438 3.159657
NMSE 0.0803 0.0798 0.0706
where the subscript, (·)c, means converted variables and U∞,re f is a reference velocity. In
this study, U∞,re f = 20m/s and U∞ = 15m/s,17.5m/s, respectively.
After conversion, the model parameters under different Reynolds numbers are pre-
sented in Table III. The error between the identified subset model and the numerical results
is quantified with a normalized mean square error (NMSE) as
NMSE =
√
∑ (yˆ (k)− y(k))2
/
∑ (y(k)− y¯(k))2, (4.17)
where yˆ is a model output, y the estimation data and y¯ the mean value of y. Each of the
model coefficients changes monotonically as the free stream velocity increases, while the
NMSE varies slightly. The physical behavior of the fluidic system is at least consistent
within the range of given free stream velocities such that each parameter may be described
as simple functions of free stream velocity.
The results show that if the external flow conditions such as free stream velocity are
changed within a reasonably acceptable range, a model for synthetic jets can be described
using NARMAX. The model has consistent regressor terms and a set of model parameters
that represent the variation of external conditions.
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CHAPTER V
CFD SIMULATION ON A ROUNDED BACKWARD FACING STEP
A. Overview
CFD simulation is performed at a rounded backward facing step, whose advantage is that it
bears crucial geometric characteristics susceptible to flow separation in spite of its simple
contour [61]. Therefore, the analysis performed for this geometry could be extended to
other geometries associated with flow separation.
For this geometry, factors affecting the extent of flow separation are free stream ve-
locity, viscosity and dimensions of the step. The geometric configuration will be fixed and
the synthetic jet frequency is varied, taking into account the optimal range 0.5≤ F+ ≤ 1.5
of the reduced jet frequency in (1.1). Furthermore, with simulations under different free
stream velocities, the effects of free stream velocity on flow separation and synthetic jet
actuation are examined.
The results are implemented to build a flow model of synthetic jet actuation and design
a feedback controller for flow separation in Chapter VI.
B. Boundary Conditions and Grid Distribution
Figure 37 presents the entire simulation domain including a rounded backward facing step.
Based upon the nondimensionalization scheme in p. 51, the dimension of the step is given
by 30×1.5, where the slope angle is 4.49◦ and a radius of curvature at the rounded edges
is 139.015. The boundary conditions are set as shown in Table IV. The synthetic jet model
Table IV. Boundary conditions.
boundary AB BC CD DA


















Fig. 37. Schematic diagram for CFD simulation (x and y axes are scaled differently).
in (4.2) is employed with a constant amplitude 2 m/s, which is nondimensionalized to 0.1
for U∞ = 20m/s. The location EF for the jet actuation will be discussed in Section D.
The domain consists of 340 elements and the grids are organized to cluster with respect
to the step. The grid distribution is presented in Fig. 38. The polynomial order of the
spectral element is 12 and the time step for the simulation is 0.005.
C. Flow Separation in the Absence of Synthetic Jets
First, the flow is investigated in the absence of jet actuation as shown in Fig. 39. The reverse
pressure gradient develops along the step and decreases as the flow is farther from the wall.
The vorticity contours indicate that most of flow variation occur inside the boundary layer.
As shown in Fig. 40, the separation bubble is formed along the downstream part of the step
such that the streamlines are displaced away from the surface. Generally, the onset of flow

























Fig. 38. Grid distribution (x and y axes are scaled differently).
Fig. 39. Vorticity(top) and pressure(bottom) contour plots in the absence of jet actuation.





























Fig. 41. Pressure (top) and shear stress (bottom) distributions along the wall in the absence
of jet actuation.
According to this condition, the wall shear stress distribution in Fig. 41 indicates that the
flow is separated at x = 14 and reattached at x = 30.8, which is in good agreement with the
location of the separation bubble in Fig. 40. Consequently, the reverse pressure gradient is
reduced after x = 14 as shown in the pressure distribution of Fig. 41.
D. Synthetic Jet Actuation
Regarding the placement of the synthetic jet actuation, the most effective location of a jet
slot is empirically known to be slightly upstream from the separation point in the absence
of jet actuation [35]. Therefore, the synthetic jet is assumed to oscillate at EF = {E =
(10.885,1.073), F = (11.941,0.990)} in Fig. 37.
As the distance L from the jet slot to the flow-reattached point is 19.4δo in Fig. 41,
the relationship between physical and dimensionless frequencies is computed as shown in
Table V. Physical frequency corresponding to 0.5 < F+ < 1.5 ranges from 460 to 1360 Hz
in U∞ = 20m/s. This range is covered in the simulation by varying the jet frequency from
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Table V. Examples of conversion between different frequency scales for U∞ = 20m/s.
frequency(Hz) 100 200 400 800 1200 1600
f for CFD 0.0057 0.0113 0.0226 0.0453 0.0679 0.0906
F+ 0.1098 0.2197 0.4393 0.8787 1.3180 1.7573













Fig. 42. One period of jet actuation.
100 Hz to 1600 Hz.
One period of jet actuation shown in Fig. 42 can be related with four cyclic stages of
a synthetic jet actuator [15]: maximum volume of cavity (A), maximum propulsion (B),
minimum volume of cavity (C) and maximum ingestion (D). Figures 43-47 present the
vorticity contour plots at each operating stage of the actuator for the different synthetic
jet frequencies F+ = 0.1098 ∼ 1.7573. At the low jet frequencies, F+ =0.1098 and
0.2197, the smaller vortices are formed right behind the primary vortex and those are con-
vected downstream as a group as shown in Figs. 43 and 44. The vorticity strength in the
main vortex decreases gradually as it moves downstream. In contrast, as the jet frequency
approaches F+ ≃ 1, the minor vortices die out immediately and the vortices proceed down-
stream individually as shown in Figs. 45,46 and 47. In addition, the vorticity magnitudes
of the main vortices are maintained more constantly than those of the main vortices of the
lower jet frequencies. These counterclockwise vortices promote the mixing of the high
momentum outside the edge of the boundary layer with the low momentum near the wall.
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Fig. 43. Vorticity contour plots for the jet frequency F+ = 0.1098 (100 Hz).
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Fig. 44. Vorticity contour plots for the jet frequency F+ = 0.2197 (200 Hz).
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Fig. 45. Vorticity contour plots for the jet frequency F+ = 0.4393 (400 Hz).
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Fig. 46. Vorticity contour plots for the jet frequency F+ = 0.8787 (800 Hz).
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Fig. 47. Vorticity contour plots for the jet frequency F+ = 1.7573 (1600 Hz).
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As these vorticity plots are captured at the certain moments of unsteady flow, it is
difficult to directly assess the effects of synthetic jets on flow separation. Alternatively, the
mean flow properties are proposed to analyze the extent of flow separation. Compared to
the flow in the absence of jet actuation in Fig.g 40, the mean vorticity contours in Fig. 48
show that synthetic jets eliminate the separation bubble successfully in terms of the mean
value, even though the vorticity distribution near the slope is slightly altered depending
on the jet frequency. As a result, the streamlines, which are distant from the wall in the
absence of the jets, approach closer to the surface as shown in Fig. 49.
The effects of the jet frequency can be more clearly verified from the mean wall pres-
sure and shear stress distributions in Fig 50. Note that the discontinuity in the plots
indicates the jet exit slot. As the jet frequency increases in Fig. 50(a), the reverse pressure
gradient is recovered more extensively and the separation region indicated by the nega-
tive shear stress is removed. However, as the jet frequency exceeds one in Fig. 51(b), the
pressure gradient decreases again and thus the maximum downstream pressure also drops
gradually. The wall shear stress is positive over the entire slope regardless of the pressure
variation so that the flow is not separated. Form these results, the optimal jet frequency in
terms of the maximum pressure recovery is inferred to be around F+ = 0.7∼ 0.9 under the
given CFD conditions.
Integrating the pressure distribution on the step produces the resultant forces, Fx to the
horizontal direction and Fy to the vertical direction acting on the step. In particular, Fx can
be interpreted as a pressure drag applied on the step. As shown in Fig. 51, the jet actuation
with F+ = 0.8787 reduces the pressure drag by 26.7% and the vertical force Fy by 58.5%.
As geometric features of a backward facing step is different from those of an airfoil, the
synthetic jet actuation reduces the vertical force Fy acting on the step while it increases the
lift force, i.e. the vertical force acting on the airfoil.
These results verify that there exists the narrow-frequency-band receptivity of the sep-
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(a) F+ = 0.1098.
(b) F+ = 0.2197.
(c) F+ = 0.4393.
(d) F+ = 0.8787.
(e) F+ = 1.7573.















Fig. 49. Variation of streamlines starting at (0, 1.6) for different jet frequencies.



































(a) F+ < 1.
Fig. 50. Mean pressure (top) and shear stress (bottom) distribution along the wall for various
jet frequencies.
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Fig. 51. Resultant forces Fx (left) and Fy (right) acting on the step for F+ =0 and 0.8787
(800 Hz).
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arating shear layer that match approximately the ratio of the free stream velocity to the
streamwise length of the separating region [6]. The synthetic jet actuation with this fre-
quency band can improve the mixing effects significantly and lead to achieve the maxi-
mum pressure recovery. Employing this unstable characteristics of separating shear layer
facilitates the effective flow separation control by synthetic jet actuation at 0.5 < F+ < 1.5.
E. Effects of Free Stream Velocity
The free stream velocity is a key factor to affect the performance of synthetic jet actuation,
since it determines the degree of flow separation on the domain. The velocity variation is
assumed to be ±10% with respect to U∞ = 20m/s.
Figure 52 presents the baseline distributions of the wall pressure and shear stress in the
absence of the actuation. As the Reynolds number increases, i.e. the free stream becomes
faster, the separation region expands and the reverse pressure gradient deteriorates even
though the variation is not massive within the given range of free stream velocity. The flow
is reattached at (30.3, 0.0) for 18 m/s, (30.8, 0.0) for 20 m/s and (31.3, 0.0) for 22 m/s.
Although the jet amplitude is assumed to be constant as 2 m/s, the jet momentum
coefficient, Cµ , in (1.3) varies due to the varying free stream velocity. Cµ is 7.838×10−4
for 18 m/s, 6.185×10−4 for 20 m/s and 4.983×10−4 for 22m/s. Therefore, the strength
of the jets decreases relatively as the free stream becomes faster.
Figure 53 shows the variation of the mean wall pressure at a certain downstream point
(19.12, 0.43) with respect to the jet frequency, combining the effect of the free stream
velocity. Regardless of free stream velocity, the maximum pressure recovery is achieved
consistently at F+ ≃ 0.8 that corresponds to 673 Hz for 18 m/s, 728 Hz for 20 m/s and
781 Hz for 22 m/s respectively. Therefore, concerning the pressure recovery, the optimal
frequency of the jet actuation on a dimensional scale should be increased proportionally to
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Fig. 52. Mean wall pressure (top) and shear stress distributions for varying free stream ve-
locities without actuation.























baseline pressure for Re=1447
baseline pressure for Re=1608
baseline pressure for Re=1769
Fig. 53. Variation of the mean wall pressure to the jet frequency at (19.12, 0.43)
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the free stream velocity. The differences between each plot broaden as the jet frequency
increases, whereas the overall characteristics are not changed despite different free stream
velocities. This consistency is beneficial to a feedback control synthesis, since it implies
that regarding a flow model, the effects of free stream velocity varying within a certain
range can be incorporated into model coefficients, with the model structure retained.
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CHAPTER VI
FEEDBACK CONTROL OF FLOW SEPARATION
A. Overview
Given the rounded backward facing step as shown in Fig. 54, a feedback control system for
flow separation is developed. The control objective is to maintain the maximum mean wall
pressure at B by synthetic jets despite the variation of free stream velocity. The controller
commands the synthetic jet frequency to the actuator at A and the downstream pressure at B
is utilized as a feedback signal for the controller. Low-pass filtering the feedback pressure
separates the quasi-linear response (including DC component) of the pressure signal from
the higher harmonic frequency components. The mean wall pressure of the control objec-
tive is replaced with the filtered quasi-linear response, since the quasi-linear component of
the periodic signal is identical to its mean value. The fact that the filtered pressure response
for the synthetic jet frequency shows quasi-linear characteristics facilitates control system
design using linear theory.
Regarding the effect of the varying free stream velocity on the flow, It is proposed that
the reference pressure command can be adjusted using a lookup table for the maximum
average pressure corresponding to the free stream velocity.
B. Nomenclature
e Error, r− p.
p Wall pressure at downstream point B.
p0 =0.003949, Baseline wall pressure at downstream point B at U = 20m/s.
pl p Low-pass filtered response of p.
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Fig. 54. Schematic diagram for the flow separation control.
p¯ Mean wall pressure at downstream point B.
r Reference command for the pressure.
u Controller output.
v Actuator output (synthetic jet velocity).
A Amplitude of the synthetic jets.
Gc(z) Feedback controller.
Gl p(z) Low-pass filter.
Gp(z) Linearized plant model.
KP Proportional gain.
KI Integral gain.
U Free stream velocity.
T Sampling time.
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Fig. 55. Variation of the mean wall pressure to the jet frequency at (19.12, 0.43) on a di-
mensional scale.
fu Frequency of the controller output u.
f j Frequency of actuator output v (synthetic jet frequency).
F+ Reduced synthetic jet frequency.
ωu Angular frequency of control output, u, = 2pi fu.
Ω Angular frequency of the synthetic jets, = 2pi f j.
Note that the analysis in this chapter is performed based upon the dimensionless scale
defined in Chapter IV. The conversion table for the different frequency scales such as f j,
fu and F+ were shown previously in Table V.
C. Control Objectives and Proposed Approaches
Figure 55, the conversion of Fig. 53 into the dimensional variables, presents the relationship
between the jet frequency and the mean pressure for different free stream velocities. It
confirms that the free stream velocity is a key parameter affecting the synthetic jet actuation
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in case the surface contour is fixed. Therefore, the fluidic system with synthetic jets can be
described as
p(t) = f (u(t),U), (6.1)
where p is the wall pressure, u the synthetic jet frequency and U the free stream velocity.
The feedback controller aims to achieve the maximum mean pressure while accommodat-
ing the effects of the varying free stream velocity. Therefore, the mean value of p in (6.1),
p¯, becomes the interesting control variable for this research. To facilitate an initial design
of control system, the flow and actuator dynamics are assumed to be much faster than the
variation of U such that U will not be involved in the dynamics of the flow model but
incorporated as the parameter uncertainty of the model.
The controller design considering free stream effects includes two steps:
• The first step is to design the feedback controller for the nominal plant at U = 20 m/s.
The nominal system is analyzed to decide the performance specification and stability
so that a suitable control may be implemented for the plant.
• In the second step, the uncertain set of the plant in (6.1) is defined from the discrete
values of the free stream velocity in a given range and a lookup table relating the
maximum pressure and discrete free stream velocity is implemented for the refer-
ence pressure. Using the lookup table and the uncertainty set of the flow model, the
controller is designed to overcome the variation of the free stream.
Figure 56 presents the proposed feedback control loop for flow separation. Using
the lookup table, the reference pressure command is altered depending on the free stream
velocity. The controller attempts to minimize the difference between the reference and
feedback mean pressure. In this research, only the nominal plant at U = 20 m/s is consid-
ered for the controller design. The controller design using the lookup table scheme is left
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Fluidic system with synthetic jet actuation
Fig. 57. Feedback control loop for the nominal plant in discrete time domain.
as a future work. The time scale issues regarding the varying free stream velocity are also
discussed in Section K.
The closed control loop disregarding the effects of the free stream velocity is given in
Fig. 57. The entire system is converted into the discrete time domain with a sampling time
T . The actuator is assumed to respond instantly with respect to the controller output such
that it is modeled as a simple block of the integrator and sinusoid. The nonlinear model
using NARMAX system identification is implemented to relate the pressure output with
the oscillating synthetic jet velocity. Compared with Fig. 56, low-pass filtering replaces
averaging, since its transient response is faster than averaging, keeping the equivalent role
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of averaging. This issue will be discussed in Section G.
The operating mechanism of this control loop is as follows. With low-pass filtering,
the filtered pressure, which primarily contains the DC component, is utilized as a feedback
signal. The DC component stands for a signal component at the zero frequency of the
output signal. According to the error between the aimed maximum pressure recovery and
the filtered pressure, the controller generates the synthetic jet frequency as a control output,
which is transferred to the actuator. It exposes the uniqueness of the proposed control
system. Conventionally, the controller signal acts as velocity, force or torque on the system,
whereas the controller in this loop provides the frequency of the jet velocity to the actuator.
This characteristic causes a strong nonlinear behavior of the system. In what follows, it will
be shown that the low-pass filter can reduce the nonlinearity considerably in terms of the
input-output relationship such that it facilitates controller design based upon linear theory.
D. Location of Pressure Measurement
As the pressure acquired at somewhere downstream from the jet actuation will be employed
as a feedback signal to the controller, the optimal location for the pressure acquisition is
crucial. Key criterions are hypothesized as:
• The measuring point should be as close to the exit slot as possible to minimize the
time delay of the pressure response to the jet excitation.
• The pressure sensitivity at the measuring point should be large enough to represent
the effects of the jet frequency on the wall pressure distribution.
As shown in Fig. 50, if the pressure is measured too close from the exit slot, the pressure
sensitivity for the jet frequency is too weak to capture the effects of the jet frequency. On
the other hand, if it is measured far from the exit slot to enhance the pressure sensitivity,
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Fig. 58. Vorticity contours for one cycle of the synthetic jet with F+ = 0.8787 (800Hz).
the increasing time delay between the jet actuation and pressure response at the measuring
point will have negative effects on the controller design.
Investigating the vicinity of the jet slot, where the interaction of a synthetic jet with
a cross flow originates, proposes the basic idea to decide the measuring point. As shown
in Fig. 58, the vorticity contours at F+ = 0.8787 are chosen for the investigation, since
the interesting frequency band is approximately F∼0.8 for the maximum pressure recov-
ery. Note that the jet slot is located at x = 10 ∼ 11.9 along the slope. The jets reach the
maximum blowing at t = T/4 and the maximum suction at t = 3T/4. After one period
of the actuation is completed, the fully developed vortex reaches at x = 18 ∼ 20, beyond
which it convects downstream close to the wall, maintaining the coherent structure. Once




Fig. 59. Simple synthetic jet actuator model.
measured beyond that region will have the identical characteristics.
Therefore, the surface on x = 18 ∼ 20 are the closest distance from the jet slot where
the characteristics of the fully grown vorticity can be captured. This range would vary
depending on several factors such as jet frequency, jet magnitude and free stream velocity.
The uncertainty caused by these factors can be compensated by the system modeling and
controller design. From this observation, the measuring point is located at approximately
(x, y)=(19.12, 0.43) on the surface. Figure 55 verifies that the pressure variation at this
point shows the sufficient sensitivity representing the effects of synthetic jets on the entire
domain.
E. Actuator Model
In this section, the assumptions made for the actuator model in (4.2) are examined from a
control perspective.
Suppose that the actuator is driven by a rotating machine such as a motor. First, if
the motor dynamics immediately responds an electrical input signal from a controller, the
transfer function coupling the controller and the actuator becomes a constant gain, which
is assumed one in this model. Secondly, as shown in Fig. 59, the displacement x of the
moving surface is assumed as a simple sinusoidal function of the angular displacement θ
of the motor as follows.
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x = asin(θ). (6.2)
The time derivative of (6.2) produces the velocity of the moving boundary as
x˙ = aΩ j cos(θ), (6.3)
where the instantaneous angular frequency Ω j = dθ/dt. The velocity amplitude in (6.3)
increases proportionally to Ω j.
Assuming that the jet velocity has the same sinusoidal characteristic as the moving
boundary, the jet velocity at the center of the exit slot can be expressed as
v = Asin(θ), (6.4)







This model has a limitation. If the actuation stops at t = ts, the real actuator does not pro-
duce the jet any more, whereas the model in (6.5) will blow out the constant jet Asin(thetas)
for t > ts. Therefore, this approximate model is valid only if the actuator operates within a
certain range of the jet frequency, f j(t) > 0, at all times.
The discrete form of (6.5) with a sampling time T is
θ(k +1) = θ(k)+2piT ·u(k),
v(k) = Asinθ(k),
(6.6)
where the controller output u replaces the notation of f j, since both of them are equivalent.











Fig. 60. Simulinkr diagram for the actuator model.
1. Frequency Modulation by Actuator
In general, the jet frequency u(t) can be expressed as
u(t) = f j(t) = fc + fm(t), (6.7)
where fc is the DC term and fm(t) is the fluctuation term. In this research, the jet frequency
u(t) is ranged from fmin to fmax. This assumption is discussed in more detail and imple-
mented as a saturation in Section J. Based on this frequency range, u(t) can be rewritten
as
u(t) = f j(t) = fc +∆ f · xm(t),











[ fc +∆ f · xm(τ)]dτ
)
. (6.9)
The frequency modulation effect is shown in this equation, where fc stands for the carrier
frequency and ∆ f is the frequency deviation representing the maximum shift away from fc
in one direction. It carries the signal information in xm(t).




2pi fct− ∆ ffu cos(2pi fut)
]
. (6.10)
Figure 61 shows the frequency modulation of the actuator for the case of A = 0.1, fc =0.0325
(573.5 Hz), ∆ f =0.0098 (173.5 Hz) and fu =0.0027 (48 Hz) for (6.10). Given the DC
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u, jet freq. v, jet vel.
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Fig. 61. Relationship between the jet frequency input, u, and the jet velocity, v, for
fc =0.0325 (573.5 Hz), ∆ f =0.0098 (173.5 Hz) and fu =0.0027 (48 Hz).
component, fc, and input frequency component at fu in the input u(t), the frequency com-
ponents of the velocity are limited inside fc ±∆ f , although some negligible components
are scattered outside the bounds.
F. Flow Model
1. Characteristics of Flow System
Figure 62 presents the pressure response at (19.12, 0.43) with respect to the jet velocity
input in Fig. 61. The flow system creates dominant frequency components at the car-
rier frequency band and higher harmonics, while it demodulates nonlinearly the frequency
components of the input frequency band corresponding to u(t) = fc + ∆ f sin(2pi fut). As
the system response in the input frequency band is critical to control system design, the
system identification is performed in that frequency band.
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Fig. 62. Pressure response at (19.12, 0.43) for the jet velocity input shown in Fig. 61.
2. Input Design for System Identification
In order to identify the system coupling the jet frequency input u(t) to the jet velocity output
v(t), a chirp signal can be implemented for u(t) as follows:
fu(t) = fu1 + fu2− fu1M t, for 0 ≤ t ≤ M, (6.11)














where the instantaneous frequency fu(t) of u(t) increases from fu1 to fu2 over a time period












, for 0 < t,M. (6.13)
As shown in Fig. 55, the maximum pressure recovery at U = 20m/s is achieved around
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Fig. 63. Jet frequency as an input data for the identification. Upper plot: Time domain,
Lower plot: Frequency spectrum.
a jet frequency 0.0396 (700 Hz). Accordingly, fc and ∆ f in (6.13) are set by 0.0425 (750
Hz) and 0.0255 (450 Hz), respectively to include this frequency. Regarding the feedback
control loop, the stop frequency of the low-pass filter will be located below the lower fre-
quency bound of the carrier frequency band, which is 0.0226 (400 Hz) in Section J, to filter
out the carrier frequency band. Therefore, the bandwidth of the feedback controller will
be lower than the filter stop frequency and thus 0.0226 (400 Hz) would be sufficient as a
maximum value of fu2 for the chirp signal.
Unfortunately, the formulation in (6.13) is not supported by the CFD code utilized in
this research at the moment. Alternatively, fu is designed to increase discretely every half
a period from fu1 = 0.00096 (17.5 Hz) up to fu2 = 0.0212 (374 Hz) as shown in Fig. 63.
Given the jet frequency input, the actuator creates the jet velocity shown in Fig. 64, which
is implemented in the CFD simulation for the system identification.
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Fig. 64. Jet velocity used in the CFD simulation for the identification. Upper plot: Time
domain. Lower plot: Frequency spectrum. The red line indicates the frequency
range fc±∆ f .
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3. System Identification
The NARMAX method is employed to identify the nonlinear flow model excited by syn-
thetic jets.
Regarding the model structure, there exist several factors to determine the structure:
sampling time, order of nonlinearity, maximum time lag for output p, maximum time lag
for input v and input time delays. Unfortunately, there are no general rules to determine
those factors. It is demanding to optimize the model by examining all these factors simul-
taneously. Therefore, some of the factors are assumed to have certain values and the rest
of them are chosen by comparing the errors that each factor causes. The assumptions made
regarding the model structures are:
• Only second-order nonlinearity for polynomials is considered. It is the minimum
nonlinearity and is sufficient to approximate numerous dynamic systems.
• The pressure response is assumed to have second-order dynamics so that the maxi-
mum time lag for p is given by p(k−2).
• The time delays should be included in the input terms. As the distance from the exit
slot at (11.4, 1.03) to the measuring point at (19.12, 0.43) is 7.74, it will take t = 7.74
for the free stream to travel that distance. Note that the dimensionless free stream
velocity is one. Therefore, the input delays can be assumed to be the integer value
near 7.74/T after the sampling time T is chosen.
The sampling time is a crucial variable to convert a continuous system into a discrete
NARMAX model. To avoid the aliasing effect and improve the accuracy of the estimation,
it is desirable to choose a high sampling frequency. However, if the sampling frequency
is extremely high, the regression matrix in the identification procedure may become ill-
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Fig. 65. Notation for the model coefficients.
Table VI. First-order regressors and corresponding coefficients.
v(k−n10,i) c10,i eRR pˆ(k−n01,i) c01,i eRR
v(k−10) -4.82405 1.491e-005 pˆ(k−1) 1.40303 8.740e-001




mum input lag, it should be minimized because increasing the maximum lag escalates the
complexity of the model. These two variables are chosen to minimize the normalized mean
squares error in (4.17) between the CFD results and the NARMAX model. Consequently,
T = 1 (5.6615× 10−5 sec.) is chosen for the sampling time and five is chosen for the
maximum input lag.
Taking these factors into account, the flow model is identified based on the jet velocity
shown in Fig. 64. The resulting model equation is



















where pˆ = p− p0. As shown in Fig. 65, the notation for the model coefficients follows the
prior research [47]. The selected regressor terms and corresponding coefficients in (6.14)
are shown in Tables VI, VII and VIII.
The response of the identified model is compared to the CFD results for the input data
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Table VII. Second-order regressors and corresponding coefficients.
v(k−n20,i) c20,i eRR pˆ(k−n02,i) c02,i eRR
v(k−10)2 -84.59979 5.174e-006 pˆ(k−1)2 -8.27884 1.207e-003
v(k−10)v(k−11) 361.72958 2.324e-005 pˆ(k−1)y(k−2) 8.84671 6.285e-004









Table VIII. Coupled regressors and corresponding coefficients.
v(k−n11,i1 ) pˆ(k−n11,i2 ) c11,i eRR v(k−n11,i1 ) pˆ(k−n11,i2 ) c11,i eRR
v(k−10) pˆ(k−1) 209.50637 7.296e-005 v(k−13) pˆ(k−1) -1100.05214 2.765e-003
v(k−10) pˆ(k−2) -217.78114 3.870e-006 v(k−13) pˆ(k−2) 1162.65523 1.987e-003
v(k−11) pˆ(k−1) -902.25087 1.936e-005 v(k−14) pˆ(k−1) 310.93595 1.785e-005
v(k−11) pˆ(k−2) 934.75351 6.264e-006 v(k−14) pˆ(k−2) -336.81430 6.351e-006
v(k−12) pˆ(k−1) 1484.38763 4.712e-004
v(k−12) pˆ(k−2) -1545.48451 1.299e-005
utilized in the identification procedure as shown in Fig. 66 From Fig. 66(a), the normalized
mean squares error in (4.17) is estimated at 10.19%. In Fig. 66(b), the errors between the
model and the CFD simulation are presented in the frequency domain. The error is nor-
malized with respect to the model, since this relative error would be employed to estimate
the uncertainty of the model with respect to the original plant. Note that as the errors are
presented relatively at each frequency component, those are exaggerated at some frequen-
cies although the signal magnitudes are very weak. For example, the large error peaks in
f = 0.006∼ 0.010 can be negligible.
The model errors range from -20 dB to 10 dB in the input frequency band and from -30
dB to -10 dB in the carrier frequency band. The identified model matches the response of
the carrier frequency band more accurately than that of the input frequency band. However,
the NARMAX model captures the overall characteristics of the frequency distribution qual-
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(a) Time domain (partially presented).



























(b) Frequency spectrum (DC component is detrended).
Fig. 66. Comparison of the CFD results and the NARMAX model for the velocity profile of
Fig. 64.
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Fig. 67. Relationship between the mean pressure and the jet frequency for the NARMAX
model and the CFD results.
itatively. Hence, despite the error of the NARMAX model, the feasibility of the proposed
feedback control approach can be examined based upon the identified model.
4. Model Verification
First of all, Fig. 67 shows the relationship between the mean pressure and the jet frequency
in the NARMAX model, which is compared with the CFD results. The identified model
matches the CFD model within 8% error in terms of the mean pressure.
To verify the model accuracy in the input frequency band, different constant frequen-
cies are chosen for fu in (6.10). In Fig. 68, the case for fu =0.0022 (38.8 Hz), fc =0.0395
(698 Hz) and ∆ f =0.0197 (348 Hz) in (6.10) is examined in the time and frequency domain,
respectively. The bottom plot in Fig. 68(a) presents the pressure signal passing through the
low-pass filter designed in Section G. The frequency component at fu shows -5 dB mag-
nitude and 44 degree phase errors. Figure 69 presents the case for fu =0.0027 (47.4 Hz),
fc =0.0324 (573 Hz) and ∆ f =0.0098 (173 Hz). The frequency component at fu shows -5
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(a) Time domain (partially presented).
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(b) Frequency spectrum (DC component is detrended).
Fig. 68. Comparison of the CFD result and the NARMAX model for the input fc =0.0395
(698 Hz), ∆ f =0.0197 (348 Hz) and fu =0.0022 (38.8 Hz).
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(a) Time domain (partially presented).






































(b) Frequency spectrum (DC component is detrended).
Fig. 69. Comparison of the CFD result and the NARMAX model for the input fc =0.0324
(573 Hz), ∆ f =0.0098 (173 Hz) and fu =0.0027 (47.4 Hz).
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dB magnitude and 14 degree phase errors.
Based on these and other results, the NARMAX model shows -20∼10 dB magnitude
and 0∼50 degree phase errors compared with the CFD results. These errors are considered
for the stability margin in the feedback controller design.
5. Summary of NARMAX Model
The fluidic system including synthetic jet actuation shows distinctive behaviors: The ac-
tuator modulates the jet velocity by the input signal, using the DC magnitude of the input
as a carrier frequency. The nonlinear fluidic system passes the carrier frequency band and
demodulates the input signal into the low frequency range. As the control system operates
in the low frequency range, the main goal of the system identification is to identify the
relationship between the input jet frequency and the demodulated nonlinear response.
The NARMAX model shows accurate performance in the carrier frequency band (-30
dB ∼ -10 dB error), whereas it is less accurate in the input frequency band (-20 dB ∼ 10
dB error), i.e. less accurate demodulation. However, it captures the key characteristics of
the system qualitatively: DC component, demodulated signal components and high car-
rier frequency components. While the controller based on the NARMAX model may not
work properly if the controller is applied directly to CFD simulations or experiments, the
proposed control methodology can be validated by the identified model.
The magnitudes of the demodulated frequency components are -40 dB less than those
of the carrier frequency band. It is conjectured that the NARMAX model is identified
to match the carrier frequency band more accurately, as it has a dominant signal strength.
Therefore, if the identification method is applied to the fluidic system including the actuator
in (6.9) and low-pass filter, the model accuracy could be improved with respect to the input
frequency band, as the input frequency band becomes dominant for this system.
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Fig. 70. Pressure response with respect to a constant input u = 0.0340 (600Hz).
G. Design of a Low-pass Filter
The difficulties of this control problem arise from the sinusoidal characteristics of the ac-
tuator as well as the nonlinear flow dynamics. To keep the fundamental nature of synthetic
jets, i.e. zero-net-mass-flux, the actuator cannot produce an arbitrary profile of the jet ve-
locity. The velocity profile is restricted to a periodic configuration so that possible control
variables are jet magnitude and frequency. In this research, the jet magnitude is assumed to
be constant and only the frequency can be varied as shown in (6.6).
Given a constant input, a linear system produces a constant value in the steady state.
In contrast, this fluidic system behaves in a different way with respect to the constant input
as shown in Fig. 70. Although the input u is constant, the synthetic jet velocity v oscillates
due to the integral operation inside of the actuator and the pressure output p also fluctuates
periodically. These difficulties, however, can be alleviated, considering that the aimed
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Fig. 71. Moving average of the pressure response with respect to the constant input
u = 0.0340 (600Hz).
property for the control is not the pressure response p itself but the mean pressure p¯ as
shown in Fig. 56.
Before going further, the drawbacks of averaging are discussed and a low-pass filter is
introduced as an alternative. Suppose that a moving-average-type filter using N data points
in (6.15) is applied to extract the mean pressure while the system runs.






This filter, however, is not suitable for this application. As the moving average is basically
the method to smooth data with a small N, a great number of data is necessary to effectively
suppress the harmonic frequency components. For example, if the jet frequency is f j =
0.0340 (600Hz) in Fig. 70, the least number of N to get the average of one cycle is 30 for
the sampling time T = 1. Figure 71 presents the results of the moving average applied to
the pressure output p of Fig. 70. It shows that the moving average needs 500 data points to
obtain a mean value close to the mean pressure and it has a slow transition until the steady
state is reached.

























Fig. 72. Specification for the fourth order Butterworth low-pass filter.
two facts: First, a DC component at zero frequency, extracted by the low-pass filter, is
equivalent to the average of the signal, since the pressure signal is periodic. Secondly,
low-pass filtering requires the smaller number of the data and shows the faster transient
response than averaging as shown in Fig. 71.
The effect of low-pass filtering on the pressure response is to preserve the DC compo-
nent and attenuate the higher frequency component at the same time. If the DC component
dominates the higher frequency components after filtering, the chance to design the suc-
cessful linear controller would be improved, since the relationship between the system in-
put, i.e. jet frequency input and DC component in p resembles a linear system, even though
it is still the nonlinear system. In order to guarantee the dominance of the DC component
in the filtered signal, the stop frequency of the filter is to be less than or equal to the lower
bound of the synthetic jet frequency. Considering the prior discussions as to the control
objectives, the lower limit of the jet frequency is assumed to be f = 0.0226 (400Hz). As
a result, the specification of the designed low pass filter is shown in Fig. 72. The pass
























Fig. 73. Fluidic system blocks where the describing function analysis is applied.
0.0225 (397 Hz). The resultant fourth order Butterworth low-pass filter is






b0 +b1z−1 +b2z−2 +b3z−3 +b4z−4
, (6.16)









































H. Describing Function Analysis
The effects of the low-pass filter on the fluidic system shown in Fig. 73 are examined by
the frequency response analysis. A direct frequency analysis for the fluidic system is not
possible due to its nonlinearity. Alternatively, the describing function method is employed
to analyze the quasi-linear frequency response of the NARMAX model with respect to the
sinusoidal input. In addition, by comparing the frequency response of the pressure before




Similar to a linear frequency response method, a describing function method can be used to
approximately analyze the frequency response of a nonlinear system while its main purpose
is to predict a limit cycle oscillation of the system [47,66]. The describing function, i.e. the
quasi-linear model, of the nonlinear system varies depending on the type of input such
as a bias, a sinusoid, or a Gaussian random signal. In this research, the sinusoidal input
describing function (SIDF) is considered.
The fundamental assumption of the SIDF is that given the sinusoidal input, the higher
frequency component of the nonlinear output can be neglected compared with the funda-
mental frequency component. It is referred to as low-pass filtering hypothesis [66]. Sup-
pose that the single sinusoidal input is









If the nonlinear output p(t) is periodic and its derivative is piecewise smooth on the periodic











Dividing the fundamental Fourier coefficient in (6.19) by the input amplitude leads to the
describing function [67]




p(t)(sinΩt + j cosΩt)dt. (6.20)
2. Harmonic Balance Method
The prior research has developed the method to compute the describing function in a NAR-
MAX system [47]. The input sinusoid and the truncated Fourier series of the output in
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(6.19) are discretized and substituted into the NARMAX equation. Based upon the har-
monic balance method [68], the value of the describing function at the frequency Ω is
sought to satisfy the coefficients of each harmonic component. This method is implemented
to extract and analyze the harmonic frequency components of the pressure output.
Since the identified NARMAX model has the periodic steady-state output response
with respect to the single sinusoidal input v(k) = Asin(ΩT · k), the output can be expanded
by the Fourier series




ak sin(nΩT · k +φn), (6.21)
where ADC is a DC component and ak a Fourier series coefficient. In the complex domain,




e jΩT k− e− jΩT k
)
, (6.22)







Hn (A, jnΩ)e jnΩT k−Hn (A,− jnΩ)e− jnΩT k
)
. (6.23)
Consequently, the describing function is derived from (6.22) and (6.23) as
N(A, jΩ) = H1(A, jΩ)
A
. (6.24)
If the DC and fundamental frequency terms are dominant in (6.23), the truncated re-
sponse is considered as
p˜(k) = ADC (A, jΩ)+ 12 jH1 (A, jΩ)e
jΩT k−
1
2 jH1 (A,− jΩ)e
− jΩT k. (6.25)
By applying the sinusoidal input (6.22) and output (6.23) to the NARMAX equation,
the first order harmonic balance equations are derived as














Y +(C11X +C9)Z +C14X +C8 = 0, (6.28)
where X = ADC (A, jΩ), Y + jZ = H1 (A, jΩ) and [X ,Y,Z,∀Cs] ∈ R, s ∈ [1, . . . ,14]. The
reader may refer to Appendix A for the detailed derivation. The variables X , Y and Z are
numerically solved with the given A, Ω and known C’s.
The more the higher harmonic terms are added to (6.25), the better the accuracy of
ADC and H1 improves. However, the computation becomes more intensive due to the in-
creasing complexity of the harmonic balance equations. Considering the second harmonic
component in (6.23), the second order harmonic balance equations turn out to be







Z +C13X +C7 +C18S−C19T






Y +(C11X +C9)Z +C14X +C8 +C19S +C18T









−C27XT +C28Y −C29Z = 0, (6.32)
1
2





+C27XS +C26XT +C29Y +C28Z = 0, (6.33)
where X = ADC (A, jΩ), Y + jZ = H1 (A, jΩ), S+ jT = H2 (A, j2Ω) and [X ,Y,Z,S,T,∀Cs]∈
R, s ∈ [1, . . . ,28]. The reader may refer to Appendix B for the detailed derivation. As
the same way with the first order equations, the unknown variables X , Y , Z, S and T are
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numerically solved with the given A, Ω and known C’s.
Figure 74 compares ADC(A, jΩ), H1(A, jΩ) and H2(A, jΩ) computed from the first
and second-order harmonic balance equations of the NARMAX model. The jet frequency
f j(= Ω/2pi) ranges from 0.0283 (500 Hz) to 0.0566 (1000Hz). Regarding the magnitude
of the DC component, the second-order harmonic balance equations capture the value more
accurately than the 1 st order equations do, compared with mean wall pressure.
3. Effects of the Low-pass Filter
The frequency responses of the second-order harmonic balance equations allow estimating












H2 (A, j2Ω)e j2ΩT k−H2 (A,− j2Ω)e− j2ΩT k
}
. (6.35)
Figure 75 presents how the designed low-pass filter, Gl p(z), affects each frequency com-
ponents. Evidently, the low-pass filter attenuates the amplitude of p˜Ω and p˜2Ω while it
preserves the magnitude of ADC. The signal level of the harmonic components is reduced
approximately from 5×10−2 to 5×10−5. Figure 76 presents the magnitudes of H1, which
is the approximation of the first harmonic component and Gl p ·H1, which is the first har-
monic component after filtering, over the range of the jet frequency f j = 0.0283∼ 0.0566.
Before filtering, the fundamental component, H1, is greater about 20 dB than the DC com-
ponent, ADC. The filtering drops the magnitude of H1Gl p by more than -35 dB over the
entire frequency domain with respect to the DC component. Thus the harmonic compo-
nents, which are dominant signals by comparison with the DC component before filtering,
become less significant than the DC value after filtering.
Conclusively, if the low-pass filter is properly designed, which means that the filter
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(a) ADC (DC component).
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(b) H1, H2 (Harmonic components).
Fig. 74. Comparison of ADC, H1 and H2 obtained from the first and second harmonic balance
equations.
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Fig. 75. Effects of the low-pass filtering on each DC and harmonic component for the jet
frequency f = 0.0396 (700 Hz).
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Fig. 76. Variation of the fundamental frequency component of the pressure output by the
low-pass filtering.
attenuation over the stop frequency should be enough to suppress the higher harmonic
components of the system response, the nonlinear signal passing through the filter is sep-
arated into the DC component and the attenuated harmonic frequency components. In the
controller design, the former is implemented for the feedback signal and the latter can be
treated as internal nonlinear disturbances.
In what follows, the term “quasi-linear response” will be preferred rather than the term
“DC component” in order to describe the low-pass filtered output pl p more correctly. If the
frequency input u varies in time, i.e. the rate of change of u is not zero, the “DC component”
will not stay at the zero frequency any more. In that sense, the term “quasi-linear response”
is used, taking into account that pl p shows the quasi-linear characteristics with respect to u
as evidenced in the following section.
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Fig. 77. Open loop system.
I. Open Loop Responses
In this section, the frequency response of the open loop system shown in Fig. 77 is analyzed.
Utilizing step and sinusoidal inputs for the jet frequency u, the quasi-linear characteristics
of the system incorporating the low pass filter are discussed.
First of all, the system response for the step inputs is demonstrated in Fig. 78. At
f = 0.0266 (400 Hz), the filtered output shows the disturbance coming internally from the
high frequency components. The disturbances disappear by increasing the jet frequency to
0.0425 (750 Hz), since the filter is more effective as the frequency increases over the stop
frequency. Interestingly, with the jet frequency stepped onto 0.0623, the filtered pressure
falls down due to the nonlinear relationship between the jet frequency and the mean wall
pressure in Fig. 67. Evidently, the transient response of the filtered output resembles the
typical characteristics of a second-order linear system.
Figure 79 presents the example of the system response for the sinusoidal input. The
jet actuation frequency is assumed to oscillate from 0.0226 (400 Hz) to 0.0425 (750 Hz) by






The oscillation of the jet frequency results in chirping of the jet velocity. Responding to
the chirping jet velocity, the output pressure can be divided into three distinctive frequency
bands: the DC component, the harmonic components of fu and the dominant widespread
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plp, filtered pressure ouput
p, pressure output
v, synthetic jet velocity
u, synthetic jet frequency
Fig. 78. Open loop responses for the step inputs.
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(b) Frequency domain.
Fig. 79. Open loop system responses for the sinusoidal input with fu = 0.0011 (20 Hz).
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frequency components beyond f = 0.01. After low-pass filtering, the fundamental fre-
quency component corresponding to fu emerges as a primary component except the DC
component. Approximately, the higher frequency components are -30 dB less than the
fundamental component so that those behave as if those were small disturbances.
Figure 80 shows the extreme cases for fu = 0.0003(5 Hz), which is close to zero, and
fu = 0.0045 (80 Hz), which is just below the filter pass frequency. The features of the
frequency spectrums are consistent with the former case.
1. Low-pass Filter Hypothesis
In what follows, The effects of the low-pass filter on the system response are generalized.







where Ω = 2pi f j, ωu = 2pi fu. Ω stands for the constant synthetic jet frequency and ωu
does for the rate of change of the synthetic jet frequency. ∆Ω denotes the magnitude of
oscillation and is less than Ω/2. Those are expressed in terms of the angular frequency.
With an emphasis on the coupled effects of Ω and ωu, the steady-state open loop
response to this input can be described as





Hn(Ω,∆Ω, jnωu)e jnωuT k +B( jΩ, j∆Ω, jωu),
(6.38)
where DC, H1 and Hn denote the complex coefficients corresponding to each frequency
component of the signal. These terms are illustrated in Fig. 81(a). The DC and H1 terms
are the direct counterparts of Ω and sin(ωuT k) in the input respectively. Hn(n ≥ 2) terms
are generated as higher harmonics of ωu due to the nonlinearity. The last term B represents
widespread frequency components caused by coupling of Ω, ∆Ω and ωu.
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(a) fu = 0.0003 (5Hz)
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(b) fu = 0.0045 (80Hz)
Fig. 80. Frequency spectrum of open loop responses for the different sinusoidal inputs.
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Fig. 81. Frequency spectrum of the steady-state pressure response to the sinusoidal input
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Fig. 82. Quasi-linear characteristics of the nonlinear flow system incorporating the low-pass
filter.
As shown in Fig. 81(a), the magnitudes of Hn are inherently small compared with the
fundamental frequency term, H1. This characteristic is crucial for the linear approximation
of the system, since these harmonics are usually lower than the filter pass frequency so that
the filter can hardly affect those. In contrast, the term B, which is a main signal before
filtering, can be readily filtered out, since it is located at the high frequency band of jet
actuation. Finally, the low-pass filtering reduces (6.38) to
p(k)≈ DC(Ω)+H1(Ω,∆Ω, jωu)e jωuT k +d( jΩ, j∆Ω, jωu), (6.39)
where all the higher harmonic components are collapsed into the small disturbance, d.
Figure 81(b) illustrates these effects. This low-pass filtering effects can be justified by the
low-pass filter hypothesis [66], which claims that all the higher harmonics can be neglected
in the analysis, as compared with the fundamental component, only if the low-pass filter
can attenuate the higher harmonic terms significantly.
As shown in Fig. 82, incorporating the low-pass filter into the fluid system facilitates
to disregard higher harmonics and analyze the system based upon the one-to-one corre-
spondence of the input-output frequency components at DC and ωu. Interestingly, this
relationship is similar to the basic characteristic of linear system so that it can be consid-
ered as a quasi-linear approximation of the system and utilized to design the linear feedback








Fig. 83. Closed loop containing the quasi-linear plant model.
the jet frequency and the mean pressure in Fig. 67. In the following section, the analysis of
H1, which stands for the quasi-linear dynamics of the system, is performed.
J. Closed Loop Responses
Fig 83 presents the closed control loop for the fluidic system, Gp(z), including the actuator
model, NARMAX flow model and low-pass filter. Gc(z) denotes the linear controller to be
designed.
1. Saturation





fmin for u < fmin,
u for fmin ≤ u ≤ fmax,
fmax for u > fmax.
(6.40)
The roles of the saturation are:
• The single value of the pressure is achieved simultaneously at two different jet fre-
quencies as shown in Fig. 84. The upper bound of the saturation, Ωmax(= 2pi fmax),
is set at the jet frequency corresponding to the maximum pressure peak, pl p,max, so
as to ensure that the jet frequency operates only on the left side of the plot in Fig. 84.











Fig. 84. Typical characteristic curve in steady state between the synthetic jet frequency and
the filter output.
than the filter stop frequency to guarantee the frequency-band separation between
the jet actuation frequency and the rate of change of the jet frequency.
Consequently, the range of the saturation is set by fmin = 0.0266 (400Hz) and fmax =
0.0455 (750Hz).
2. Frequency Response Analysis
If the linearized model of a nonlinear system with respect to a certain operating point is
available, the frequency response is obtained readily from its Fourier transform although
the system is assumed to operate near the operating point. However, the fluidic system in
this research is not linearizable due to the integration inside of the actuator. Therefore, the
approximate frequency response as regards H1(Ω,∆Ω, jωu) is analyzed using the describ-
ing function method.
Assuming the small perturbation, δΩ(≪Ω), at the constant jet frequency Ω, the sinu-






sin(ωuT k) = fo +δ f sin(2pi fuT k). (6.41)
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Thus the approximate frequency responses, N, with respect to ωu can be defined as follows.






pl p (t)(sinωut + j cosωut)dt
(6.42)
As alluded to earlier, the describing function method can be implemented for the ap-
proximate frequency response analysis, since the system response with the low-pass filter
satisfies the low-pass filter hypothesis that is the fundamental assumption of the describ-
ing method. However, the analytical derivation such as the harmonic balance equations
in (6.29)∼(6.29) are hardly possible for computing H1. Instead, the numerical compu-
tation using the definition of the describing function in (6.20) is implemented. See the
MATLABr source code in Appendix D. Repeating this procedure for different Ω, the set
of the approximate frequency responses can be obtained. Therefore, Gp in Fig. 83 can be
defined as
Gp = {N (Ω,δΩ, jωu)|2pi fmin 6 Ω 6 2pi fmax,δΩ ≪ Ω} .
The controller design can be performed based upon this quantification of the output
response. In effect, this approach performs an approximate linearization of the plant dy-
namics about each input frequency. If the linearization is valid, there will exist a domain of
attraction for stability and regulation for each of the designed controllers. If linearization
points are employed sufficiently, one can be confident that the overall control system will
be stable and will regulate the pressure to the desired value for recovery.
Using the small disturbance δ f = 5.662× 10−4 (10 Hz), fo is varied discretely by
0.0255 (450 Hz), 0.0311 (550 Hz), 0.0340 (600 Hz), 0.0368 (650 Hz), 0.0396 (700 Hz)
within the operating range of f j = 0.0266∼ 0.0455 (400∼750 Hz). The resultant set of Gp








































Fig. 85. A set of frequency responses of the linearized plant.
3. Design of PI Controller
Based upon the errors of the NARMAX model compared with the CFD results, the phase
margin should be greater than 60 degree and the gain margin should be greater than 20 dB
in order to satisfy the robust stability of the feedback loop.
A PI controller Gc(z) is proposed for the system as shown in Fig. 86. The controller
is turned on at t = 0.
The control results with the proportional gain (KP) 3.2 and integral gain (KI) 0.08 are
presented in Fig. 87. The response pl p converges successfully to the reference pressure
pre f = 0.0084. Initially, the jet frequency is saturated at the lower bound and it takes about
t = 200 on a dimensionless time scale for the integral efforts in the controller to compensate
the feedback error. The jet frequency is operating at f j = 0.0356 (629 Hz) in steady state.



































Fig. 86. Simulinkr diagram for PI feedback control.
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Fig. 88. Frequency responses of the loop transfer functions, Gp ·Gc.
The gain set of KP = 3.2,KI = 0.08 turns out to be a best choice for this control
system. Figure 89 shows the time domain responses using only proportional gain. The
proportional gain up to KP = 15 is not enough to have the control output, u, overcome
the lower bound of the jet frequency. As a result, the lower limit of the jet frequency is
commanded continuously to the system and thus the steady state error is significant. In
contrast, larger proportional gains than KP = 15 have the controller output hit the upper
and lower bounds repeatedly. This behavior is similar to a limit cycle oscillation caused
by the saturation. Therefore, the saturation of the jet frequency, a crucial condition for the
linear controller design in this research, limits the proportional gain so that it has a negative
effect on the bandwidth of the controller.
With a relatively small proportional gain, adding an integral gain improves the control
performance effectively as shown in Fig. 90. The integral gain eliminates the steady state
error. Furthermore, the transient response improves as the integral gain increases. How-
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Fig. 89. Closed loop responses for a proportional controller with various gains. (a): u before
passing saturation, (b): u after passing saturation and (c): pl p.


















Fig. 90. Closed loop responses for a PI controller with a proportional gain 3.2 and various
integral gains.
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Fig. 91. Closed loop responses for a PI controller with various proportional gains and a
integral gain 0.08.
ever, the oversized integral gain increases the overshoot of the system response. Figure 91
presents the effects of the proportional gain on the system response with a constant integral
gain. The proportional gain with an adequate magnitude expedites the system performance
considerably.
The designed controller is only effective for a constant free stream velocity. As shown
in Fig 55, the variation of the free stream velocity shifts the characteristic curve between the
jet frequency and mean pressure. Consequently, the model coefficients of the NARMAX
equation will be dependent of the free stream as discussed in Chapter IV. Implementation
of the lookup table for the reference pressure, which varies dependent of the free stream,
is feasible to cope with the effects of the free stream. However, the essential condition
for the validity of the lookup table implementation is that the rate of change of the free
stream velocity should be sufficiently slower than the rate of change of control output and
the synthetic jet frequency.
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K. Outstanding Issues for Control Approach
The fluidic system with synthetic jet jets is a nonlinear parameter varying (NLPV) system.
After low-pass filtering of the system output, it turns out that the system can be separated as
a dominant quasi-linear parameter varying (LPV) system and small nonlinear disturbances
originated from the filtered response of the original system. Assuming this is a favorable
time scale difference, the LPV system can be robustly stabilized using linear control theory
with the attenuated NLPV responses treated as bounded disturbances using the small gain
theorem. There are three issues raised from this control problem: time scale and nonlin-
earity. They will determine the applicability of the linear control design approach currently
employed to the general control problem for the pressure recovery when the free-stream
conditions are changing, the actuator dynamics is slower and the pressure recovery is to be
achieved faster.
1. Time Scale
The system has inherently four different time scales: variation of free stream velocity, rate
of change of synthetic jet frequency, synthetic jet frequency and actuator dynamics. Cur-
rently, the actuator dynamics is neglected, assuming the actuator responds fast. Regarding
the free stream, it is considered to change slowly compared with the other factors. To ob-
tain the quasi-linear output for u, there should exist the considerable difference between fu
and f j. In this research, the frequency bands are determined as follows.
1. Rate of change of free stream velocity: ≈ 0 Hz
2. Rate of change of synthetic jet frequency, fu: < 100 Hz
3. Synthetic jet frequency, f j: > 400 Hz
4. Actuator dynamics: ≈ ∞ Hz
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All of these time scales are important in the design. However, the relationship between
fu and f j in particular will affect the stability and performance of the whole system. The
specification of a low pass filter is directly related to both of fu and f j. The filter pass fre-
quency affects fu and the filter stop frequency corresponds to the lower bound of f j. If the
upper bound of fu increases and approaches the lower bound of f j, the control performance
will be improved but the assumptions about the quasi-linear responses may not hold any
more. As shown in Fig. 89, the saturation of f j has a negative effect on the bandwidth of
the controller. Lowering the stop frequency below 400 Hz, i.e. decreasing the lower bound
of f j, will help improving the control performance while it will cost the low-pass filter the
stricter filter specification.
In addition, the rate of change of free stream should be carefully examined. Even
though its rate assumed to be relatively slow, it will affect the stability of the model and
entire control system whatsoever.
2. Validation of a Linear Controller
According to the control objective, the controller produces the jet frequency command
around the peak of the maximum pressure. As shown in Fig. 84, there exist multiple fre-
quency points for the single value of pressure. Furthermore, although the characteristic
curve is fairly linear considering left and right sides of the maximum pressure peak re-
spectively, the overall characteristics are clearly nonlinear. This issue should be carefully
treated with for the controller design.
Furthermore, interestingly, the plant gain ranges from some value k > 0 to 0 and ap-
proaches zero as the target pressure for the controller approaches the maximum pressure.
Hence, maximum pressure recovery is not theoretically possible in finite time, i.e. only
asymptotically. Furthermore, the system will respond faster, due to the high plant gain,
when the synthetic jet frequency is farthermost from the optimal value.
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CHAPTER VII
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In conclusion, this research was dedicated to develop a feedback control approach for flow
separation control using synthetic jets. The achievements in the aspect of experiments and
simulations are stated as follows.
The Wind tunnel experiments using the synthetic jet actuator showed that synthetic
jet actuation can be a good tool for flow separation control and the jet frequency is a key
parameter for control. The maximum lift coefficient improves monotonically as the jet
actuation frequency increases. It implies that synthetic jets have the potential to control
the degree of flow separation beyond delaying the separation. Furthermore, the dynamic
pitching experiments showed synthetic jets can control the dynamic stall as well. The
limitation of synthetic jets is it has little effect on aerodynamic coefficients at low angles of
attack where the flow is attached even without the jet actuation. Synthetic jets are effective
only for the condition of flow separation.
From the CFD simulation on a flat plate, the key concepts for synthetic jet simula-
tion and modeling were verified. The approximate velocity profiles were developed for the
inlet boundary condition to guarantee the establishment of the Blasius boundary layer in
the absence of actuation, because all the effects of synthetic jets stem from the interaction
of the jets with the crossing shear layer. The oscillating velocity boundary condition to
approximate the synthetic jet actuator was validated based upon the simulation in the qui-
escent flow, where the assumed jet model creates a series of vortices that advance to an
external flow. Subsequently, the NARMAX model was developed to relate the synthetic
jet velocity to a wall pressure fluctuation downstream from the jet slot. The simulation and
identification were repeated for different free stream velocities. The results show that if the
variation of the free stream velocities are within a small range, the effects of the free stream
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can be represented by a set of model coefficients with an invariant regressor structure of the
model. A set of model coefficients can be interpreted as uncertainties of the flow model, if
the controller is to deal with the varying free stream velocity.
The simulation on a backward-facing step with rounded edges presented the relation-
ship between synthetic jet frequency and flow separation. According to the range of a re-
duced jet frequency F+, the vortices created by jet actuation show different behaviors. At
the low frequency F+ ≃ 0.1, the minor separation bubbles immediately follow the primary
bubble. As the frequency increases, the minor bubbles disappear and a single separation
bubble is created periodically and convected downstream. Previous research proposed that
0.5≤ F+ ≤ 1.5 would be the optimal range to achieve the maximum pressure recovery that
is represented by the mean pressure. For this CFD configuration, the maximum pressure is
recovered at F+≃ 0.8. The narrow-frequency-band receptivity of the separating shear layer
implies that the effective flow separation control could be accomplished by operating the
synthetic jets around F+ ≃ 0.8. Moreover, the variation of free stream velocity shifts the
relationship between the mean pressure and the jet frequency. However, the characteristics
of the relationship are consistent regardless of the free stream.
The feedback control system was synthesized based upon the simulation results for
the rounded backward facing step in order to achieve the maximum pressure recovery by
varying a synthetic jet frequency. The pressure acquisition point was chosen to be as close
to the jet exit slot as possible to minimize the time delay between the jet excitation and the
measured pressure, while the sensitivity of the pressure to the jet frequency was to be large
enough to represent the effects of the jet frequency on the wall pressure distribution. The
uniqueness of this control problem is due to the fact that an input variable is a frequency
of the physical variable, i.e. jet velocity. In other words, the profile of the jet velocity
is restricted as a sinusoid and the controller can vary only the jet frequency. It causes
inherently the strong nonlinearity of the fluidic system that consists of the actuator model
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and the NARMAX flow equation.
Low-pass filtering, which was introduced to acquire the pressure recovery instead of
averaging, of the pressure response facilitates quasi-linear approximation of the system
in the frequency domain. The describing function method was applied for this frequency
domain analysis. The filter specification to satisfy the low-pass filter hypothesis, which
is a fundamental assumption of the describing function, is that the filter stop frequency is
to be lower than or equal to a lower bound of the synthetic jet frequency. The frequency
components of the pressure beyond the filter stop frequency should be attenuated to the
sufficiently small magnitude compared with the magnitude of the frequency components
below the filter pass frequency. The low-pass filter separates the frequency response of
the overall system into two frequency bands. The low frequency band below the filter
pass frequency includes a quasi-linear response targeted by the feedback controller and the
high frequency band over the filter stop frequency contains the attenuated higher harmonic
components, which can be treated as internal disturbances.
Based upon low-pass filtering, a PI feedback controller was designed. To ensure the
one-to-one correspondence of the jet frequency and the filtered pressure response, the upper
bound of the jet frequency was set at the optimal frequency Ωmax at which the maximum
pressure is recovered. As a result, the jet frequency is bounded. The lower bound of the
jet frequency was already set at the filter stop frequency. Using the PI controller with a
P gain 3.2 and an I gain 0.8, the system response followed the desired pressure command
successfully and the transient system response was improved.
In this research, several assumptions were made to simplify the problem. As for fu-
ture work, the issues related to those assumptions should be considered to improve the
performance of the feedback controller as follows:
• Several assumptions for CFD simulation can be altered for the better. The laminar
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flow was assumed for the CFD simulation. As regards to the free stream velocity, the
turbulent boundary layer condition would be closer to the real-world condition. Fur-
thermore, the jet magnitude can be considered a function of jet frequency as shown
in (6.3).
• From the standpoint of feedback control design, the NARMAX model captures the
key characteristics of a fluidic system with synthetic jet actuation, i.e. frequency
modulation-demodulation behavior, qualitatively. However, its accuracy for the input
frequency band needs to be improved. The system identification including the actu-
ator model and low-pass filter could upgrade the accuracy of the NARMAX model.
• The jet frequency was assumed to have both lower and upper bounds as shown in the
characteristic curve of Fig 84. The low frequency bound is necessary to guarantee
the frequency band separation. The upper frequency bound was set at the frequency
Ωmax to ensure the existence of a single jet frequency corresponding to the given
pressure. Consequently, the current controller covers only the left slope of the curve.
In order to cover the nonlinear region of the curve including the pressure peak, the
gain scheduling is worth investigating. localized controllers can be designed for left
(positive gradient) and right (negative gradient) sides of the curve respectively. A
supervisory controller can schedule the controller according to the sign of pressure
gradient [69].
• A controller using a lookup table for the desired pressure was proposed to consider
the variation of free stream velocity, but was not implemented. This method would
be valid only if the rate of change of free stream velocity is much slower than the rate
of change of other variables [68]. If the rate of change of free stream is comparable to
other variables, the lookup table scheme may not be valid any more. The nonlinear
fluid model should be revised to incorporate the free stream velocity directly into
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the model structure and the combination of adaptive and robust controller could be
considered to deal with both continuous variations and “jump” in plant uncertainty
[70].
• The feedback controller was verified under the NARMAX simulation. The research
is needed to extend the verification to the direct CFD simulation. The controller
routine can be inserted between the velocity boundary condition and the pressure data
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APPENDIX A
FIRST-ORDER HARMONIC BALANCE EQUATIONS FOR NARMAX
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Before developing the first-order harmonic balance equations, it is needed to formulate
the relationships between the regressors and the input/output terms.
Linear input terms, v(k−n10,i), in (6.14) are expressed as
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. The superscript * stands for the conjugate term.
Linear output terms, p(k−n01,i), in (6.14) are expressed as
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Quadratic input terms, v(k−n20,i1)v(k−n20,i2), in (6.14) are expressed as
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Quadratic output terms, pˆ(k−n02,i1)pˆ(k−n02,i2), in (6.14) are expressed as
pˆ02,i (k) =c02,i pˆ(k−n02,i1) pˆ(k−n02,i2) ,
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Crossed terms, v(k−n11,i1)pˆ(k−n11, i2), in (6.14) are expressed as
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Introducing (A.2) and (A.3)∼(A.7) into (6.14), the NARMAX equation is rewritten as
ADC (A, jΩ)+ 12 jH1 (A, jΩ)e
jΩkT −
1


















Comparing the left and right side of (A.8), the coefficients of the DC and first harmonic
terms should be “balanced” respectively. Therefore, the first-order harmonic balance equa-
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tions are constructed as





































H1 (A,− jΩ) ,
(A.9)
1






















ADC (A, jΩ) .
(A.10)
Defining X = ADC (A, jΩ),Y + jZ = H1 (A, jΩ) and [X ,Y,Z]∈R, the equations in (A.9)
and (A.10) are reformulated in real domain as












Y +(C11X +C9)Z +C14X +C8 = 0, (A.13)

















DC202,i, C5 + jC6 =
m11∑
i=1




C9 + jC10 =
m01∑
i=1
C101,i, C11 + jC12 =
m02∑
i=1






SECOND-ORDER HARMONIC BALANCE EQUATIONS FOR NARMAX
Suppose that the second harmonic term is considered in the truncated output as follows.
pˆ(t) = ADC (A, jΩ)+F1 sin(Ωt +φ1)+F2 sin(2Ωt +φ2)
= ADC (A, jΩ)+F1 · e
jφ1e jΩt − e− jφ1e− jΩt
2 j +F2 ·
e jφ2e j2Ωt − e− jφ2e− j2Ωt
2 j
= ADC (A, jΩ)+ 12 jH1 (A, jΩ)e
jΩt −
1




2 jH2 (A, j2Ω)e
j2Ωt −
1
2 jH2 (A,− j2Ω)e
− j2Ωt ,
(B.1)
where H1 (A, jΩ) = F1 · e jφ1 , H1 (A, jΩ) = F1 · e jφ1 .
Applying the same procedure in Appendix A, the coefficients of each regressor are




− jΩT n10,i .
The coefficients for the output linear terms are
DC01,i = c01,i, C101,i =
c01,i
2 j e
− jΩT n01,i , C201,i =
c01,i
2 j e
− j2ΩT n01,i .












































e− j2ΩT n02,i1 + e− j2ΩT n02,i2
)
.

















Finally, the second-order harmonic balance equations in real domain are formulated
as







Z +C13X +C7 +C18S−C19T






Y +(C11X +C9)Z +C14X +C8 +C19S +C18T










−C27XT +C28Y −C29Z = 0, (B.5)
1
2





+C27XS +C26XT +C29Y +C28Z = 0, (B.6)
where X = ADC (A, jΩ), Y + jZ = H1 (A, jΩ), S+ jT = H2 (A, j2Ω) and [X ,Y,Z,S,T ] ∈ R.


















C5 + jC6 =
m11∑
i=1




C9 + jC10 =
m01∑
i=1














C16 + jC17 =
m02∑
i=1




C20 + jC21 =
m01∑
i=1




C24 + jC25 =
m02∑
i=1










MATLABr CODES FOR THE NARMAX SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION
preprocess2 Preprocessing function to prepare the regression matrix
NARX mgs2 Main function to calculate the NARMAX coefficients
postprocess2 Postprocessing function to express the identification results by a string that
can be used by MATLAB
getcoeff Function to cluster the regressors and corresponding coefficients.
simulateNARX Funtion to simulate the identified NARMAX model
Example Code executing the NARMAX identification
load c h i r p h i s ; %load i n p u t−o u t p u t da ta
P s t = 0 . 0 0 3 9 4 9 ;
% c o o r d i n a t e
ANG=1.4924174129;
R=[ cos ( p i /2−ANG) −s i n ( p i /2−ANG) ;
s i n ( p i /2−ANG) cos ( p i /2−ANG) ] ;
VEL=(R∗ [ u ( : , 3 ) ’ ; v ( : , 3 ) ’ ] ) ’ ;
s k i p =10;
i = s k i p : s k i p : l e n g t h ( t ) ; % t i m e s t e p − d e l t =1.0
u = [ 0 ;VEL( i , 2 ) ] ; % i n p u t
yy = [ 0 ; p ( i ,7)− P s t ] ; % measured o u t p u t
t = [ 0 ; t ( i ) ] ; % sampled t i m e s t e p
% p r e p a r e t h e c o n f i g u r a t i o n o f t h e i d e n t i f i c a t i o n
SIDParam . ymaxlag =2; % max . l a g f o r y
SIDParam . umaxlag =5; % max . l a g f o r y
SIDParam . d e l a y =9; % i n p u t d e l a y
SIDParam . y i n i t i a l =yy ( 1 : 1 4 ) ; % i n i t i a l v a l u e f o r y
SIDParam . n l o r d e r =2; % o r d e r o f n o n l i n e a r i t y
SIDParam . c o n s t a n t =0; % d i s r e g a r d ( 0 ) or regard ( 1 )
% o f c o n t a n t term
SIDParam . e r r m a r g i n = 0 . 0 0 0 2 5 ; % eRR margin
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% e x e c u t e t h e i d e n t i f i c a t i o n
[Y, Po , l a b e l ]= p r e p r o c e s s 2 ( u , yy , SIDParam ) ;
[ r e g r e s s o r s , eRR , P , t h e t a ]=NARX mgs2 ( Po , l a b e l , Y, SIDParam ) ;
[ f , t e r m s ]= p o s t p r o c e s s 2 ( r e g r e s s o r s , t h e t a , SIDParam ) ;
% save t h e r e s u l t s i n t o f i l e
save SID r e g r e s s o r s t h e t a SIDParam ;
% ye : NARMAX s i m u l a t i o n
ye=simulateNARX ( u , r e g r e s s o r s , t h e t a , SIDParam ) ;
% yp : one−s t e p ahead e s t i m a t i o n
yp=P∗ t h e t a ;
yp =[ SIDParam . y i n i t i a l ; yp ] ;
% c a l c u l a t e NMSE( Normal i zed Mean Square E rror )
e r r 1 = s q r t ( ( ( yy−ye ) ’ ∗ ( yy−ye ) ) . . .
/ ( ( yy−mean ( yy ) ) ’ ∗ ( yy−mean ( yy ) ) ) ) ∗ 1 0 0 ;
e r r 2 = s q r t ( ( ( yy−yp ) ’ ∗ ( yy−yp ) ) . . .
/ ( ( yy−mean ( yy ) ) ’ ∗ ( yy−mean ( yy ) ) ) ) ∗ 1 0 0 ;
% d i p l a y r e s u l t s
d isp ( ’ ’ ) ;
d isp ( s p r i n t f ( ’NARX sys tem i d e n t i f i c a t i o n f o r p a t x=%f y=%f : ’ . . .
, x ( 7 , : ) ) ) ;
d isp ( s p r i n t f ( ’ t h e max . number of t h e r e g r e s s o r s : %d ’ , . . .
s i z e ( l a b e l , 1 ) ) ) ;
d isp ( s p r i n t f ( ’ t h e number of t h e s e l e c t e d r e g r e s s o r s : %d ’ , . . .
l e n g t h ( eRR ) ) ) ;
d isp ( s p r i n t f ( ’ e r r o r margin : %f ’ , SIDParam . e r r m a r g i n ) ) ;
d isp ( s p r i n t f ( ’max . l a g of u : %d ’ , SIDParam . umaxlag ) ) ;
d isp ( s p r i n t f ( ’ t ime d e l a y : %d ’ , SIDParam . d e l a y ) ) ;
d isp ( s p r i n t f ( ’max . l a g of y : %d ’ , SIDParam . ymaxlag ) ) ;
d isp ( s p r i n t f ( ’NMSE(%%): %f (NARMAX sim . ) %f (NARMAX e s t . ) ’ , . . .
e r r 1 , e r r 2 ) ) ;
d isp ( ’ ’ ) ;
d isp ( ’ term p a r a m e t e r eRR ’ ) ;
f o r i =1: l e n g t h ( eRR)
d isp ( s p r i n t f ( ’ (%2d ) %15s %11.5 f %12.3 e ’ , . . .
i , t e r m s ( i , : ) , t h e t a ( i ) , eRR( i ) ) ) ;
end
NARX mgs2
f u n c t i o n [ terms , eRR , Ps , t h e t a ]=NARX mgs2 ( P , l a b e l , Y, SIDParam )
% [ terms , eRR , P , t h e t a ]=NARX( P , l a b e l , y , errmr )
% errmr : e r r o r margin f o r e r r
% t h e t a : c o e f f i c i e n t s o f P
% y : o u t p u t
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% problem P∗ (TH)=Y
% w i t h : A∗ (TH)=G, P=WA
% such t h a t P∗ i n v ( A)∗A∗ (TH)=Y
% W∗G=Y
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ERRMARGIN=SIDParam . e r r m a r g i n ;
% check i f a c o n s t a n t term i s c o n s i d e r e d
i f SIDParam . c o n s t a n t == 0 %t h e c o n s t a n t term e x c l u d e d
[ ro , c o l ]= s i z e ( l a b e l ) ;
P ( : , ro ) = [ ] ;
l a b e l = l a b e l ( 1 : ro −1 ,1: co l −1);
end
%p r e p a r a t i o n
[N,M]= s i z e ( P ) ;
A= speye (M) ;
%%%%%% compute W, A and G %%%%%%%%%%%





f o r k =1:M
%s e a r c h f o r t h e maximum v a l u e
eRR max = 0 . ;
j =k ;
f o r i =k :M
g cand =(W( : , i ) ’∗Z ) / (W( : , i ) ’∗W( : , i ) ) ;
eRR cand ( i )= g cand ˆ 2∗ (W( : , i ) ’∗W( : , i ) ) / Yprod ;
i f eRR cand ( i )>=eRR max
j = i ;
eRR max=eRR cand ( i ) ;
end
end
eRR( k )= eRR max ;
%s e a r c h done
%swapping
W( : , [ k j ] ) =W( : , [ j k ] ) ;
Ps ( : , [ k j ] ) = Ps ( : , [ j k ] ) ;
l a b e l ( [ k j ] , : ) = l a b e l ( [ j k ] , : ) ;
i f ( k>=2)
A( 1 : ( k−1) , [ k j ] ) =A ( 1 : ( k−1) , [ j k ] ) ;
end
%done
% t h e k t h s t a g e
Wk=W( : , k ) ;
mag2=Wk’∗Wk;
G( k ) = (Wk’∗Z ) / mag2 ;
%% update t h e v e c t o r s ( Z , A ,W) f o r t h e n e x t s t e p
Z=Z−G( k ) . ∗Wk;
f o r i =k +1:M
A( k , i ) = (Wk’∗W( : , i ) ) / mag2 ;
W( : , i )=W( : , i )−A( k , i ) . ∗Wk;
end
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i f 1−sum ( eRR)<=ERRMARGIN
Ms=k ;
break ;
e l s e %1−sum ( eRR)>ERRMARGIN
i f k==M
Ms=M;
d isp ( ’ Warning : t h e e s t i m a t i o n does n o t s t a t i s f y . . .




%back s u b s t i t u t i o n
%A∗ (TH)=G
t h e t a = z e r o s (Ms , 1 ) ;
t h e t a (Ms)=G(Ms ) ;
f o r k=Ms−1:−1:1
t h e t a ( k )=G( k)−A( k , k +1:Ms)∗ t h e t a ( k +1:Ms ) ;
end
Ps=Ps ( : , 1 : Ms ) ;
t e r m s = l a b e l ( 1 : Ms , : ) ;
%%% c l u s t e r i n g
i f SIDParam . n l o r d e r ==2
[ c 10 , n 10 , dumm, i n d 1 0 ]= g e t c o e f f ( 1 , 0 , terms , . . .
SIDParam , t h e t a ) ; %l i n e a r i n p u t term
[ c 01 , n 01 , dumm, i n d 0 1 ]= g e t c o e f f ( 0 , 1 , terms , . . .
SIDParam , t h e t a ) ; %l i n e a r o u t p u t term
[ c 20 , n1 20 , n2 20 , i n d 2 0 ]= g e t c o e f f ( 2 , 0 , terms , . . .
SIDParam , t h e t a ) ; %q u a d r a t i c i n p u t term
[ c 02 , n1 02 , n2 02 , i n d 0 2 ]= g e t c o e f f ( 0 , 2 , terms , . . .
SIDParam , t h e t a ) ; %q u a d r a t i c o u t p u t term
[ c 11 , n1 11 , n2 11 , i n d 1 1 ]= g e t c o e f f ( 1 , 1 , terms , . . .
SIDParam , t h e t a ) ; %c r o s s i n p u t−o u t p u t term
i n d =[ i n d 1 0 i n d 0 1 i n d 2 0 i n d 0 2 i n d 1 1 ] ;
t e r m s = t e r m s ( ind , : ) ;
t h e t a = t h e t a ( i n d ) ;
Ps=Ps ( : , i n d ) ;
eRR=eRR( i n d ) ;
end
preprocess2
f u n c t i o n [Y, P , l a b e l ]= p r e p r o c e s s 2 ( u , y , SIDparam )
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% columns o f l a b e l
% y ( k−1) y ( k − 2 ) . . . y ( k−Ny ) u ( k−(1+Nd ) ) u ( k−(2+Nd ) ) . . .
% u ( k−(Nu+Nd ) ) c o n s t .
%
% ∗ i f c o n s t == 1 , t h e c o n s t a n t term i s i n l c u d e d i n t o
% t h e model .
% i f D=max ( [ Nu+Nd Ny ] )
% y (D+1) | y (D+ 1 −1 ) . . . y (D+1−Ny ) u (D+1−(1+Nd ) ) . . . u (D+1−(Nu+Nd ) )
% . . . . . . | . . .
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% y (N) | y (N−1) . . . y (N−Ny ) u (N−(1+Nd ) ) . . . u (N−(Nu+Nd ) )
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
Nu=SIDparam . umaxlag ;
Ny=SIDparam . ymaxlag ;
o rd =SIDparam . n l o r d e r ;
o p t =SIDparam . c o n s t a n t ;
Nd=SIDparam . d e l a y ;
N= l e n g t h ( u ) ;
i f N ˜= l e n g t h ( y )
re tu rn ;
end
D=max ( [ Nu+Nd Ny ] ) ;
Y=y (D+1:N ) ;
yu1= z e r o s (N−D, Ny ) ;
yu2= z e r o s (N−D, Nu ) ;
f o r i =1: Ny
yu1 ( : , i )= y (D+1− i :N−i ) ;
end
f o r i =1: Nu
yu2 ( : , i )= u (D+1−( i +Nd ) : N−( i +Nd ) ) ;
end
cyu =[ yu1 yu2 ] ;
P = [ ] ;
l a b e l = [ ] ;
f o r k =1: ord
ch= m u l t i c h o o s e ( Nu+Ny , k ) ;
[ mch , nch ]= s i z e ( ch ) ;
f o r i =1: mch
tmpP= ones (N−D, 1 ) ;
f o r j =1: nch
i f ch ( i , j ) == 1
tmpP=tmpP . ∗ cyu ( : , j ) ;
e l s e i f ch ( i , j ) > 1
tmpP=tmpP . ∗ cyu ( : , j ) . ˆ ch ( i , j ) ;
e l s e
%s k i p
end
end
P =[ P tmpP ] ;
end
l a b e l =[ l a b e l ; ch ] ;
end
%t h e l a s e column i s r e s e r v e d f o r t h e c o n s t a n t term
i f o p t ==1 % t h e e l e m e n t f o r t h e c o n s t a n t i s 1
[ mlabel , n l a b e l ]= s i z e ( l a b e l ) ;
l a b e l =[ l a b e l z e r o s ( mlabel , 1 ) ;
z e r o s ( 1 , n l a b e l ) 1 ] ;
P =[ P ones (N−D , 1 ) ] ;
% t h e l a s t column f o r t h e c o n s t a n t i s 1
e l s e %o p t ==0 % t h e e l e m e n t f o r t h e c o n s t a n t i s 0
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[ mlabel , n l a b e l ]= s i z e ( l a b e l ) ;
l a b e l =[ l a b e l z e r o s ( mlabel , 1 ) ;
z e r o s ( 1 , n l a b e l ) 0 ] ;
P =[ P z e r o s (N−D , 1 ) ] ;
% t h e l a s t column f o r t h e c o n s t a n t i s 0
end
f u n c t i o n mch= m u l t i c h o o s e ( nodes , j o b s )
ch = nchoosek ( 1 : ( nodes + jobs −1) , nodes −1);
rows = s i z e ( ch , 1 ) ;
mch tmp = [ z e r o s ( rows , 1 ) , ch , ( nodes + j o b s )∗ ones ( rows , 1 ) ] ;
% mch = ( d i f f ( mch tmp ’ ) −1) ’ ; % d i f f o p e r a t e s on rows
% or
mch = d i f f ( mch tmp , 1 , 2 ) − 1 ;
postprocess2
f u n c t i o n [ f , t e r m s s t r ]= p o s t p r o c e s s 2 ( terms , t h e t a , SIDParam )
% [ f , t e r m s s t r ]= p o s t p r o c e s s 2 ( terms , t h e t a , SIDParam ) ;
% f : assemble t h e r e g r e s s o r s t o make t h e s t r i n g
% t e r m s s t r : s t r i n g f o r t h e r e g r e s s o r
% t e r m s : m a t r i x e x p r e s s i o n f o r t h e r e g r e s s o r , y f i r s t
% and u f o l l o w s .
% t h e t a : NARMAX c o e f f i c i e n t s
% SIDParam : s y s t e m i n f o r m a t i o n
Nu=SIDParam . umaxlag ;
Ny=SIDParam . ymaxlag ;
Nd=SIDParam . d e l a y ;
C f l a g =SIDParam . c o n s t a n t ;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
[ ro , c o l ]= s i z e ( t e r m s ) ;
k =1;
f o r i =1: Ny
b a s i c l a b e l ( k , : ) = s p r i n t f ( ’ y ( k−%2d ) ’ , i ) ;
k=k +1;
end
f o r i =1+Nd : Nu+Nd
b a s i c l a b e l ( k , : ) = s p r i n t f ( ’ u ( k−%2d ) ’ , i ) ;
k=k +1;
end
i f C f l a g ==1
b a s i c l a b e l ( k , : ) = s p r i n t f ( ’ c o n s t ’ , i ) ;
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%swap t h e t e r m s t o make t h e s t r i n g f o r u advance .
t e r m s ( : , 1 : Ny+Nu)= t e r m s ( : , [ Ny+1:Ny+Nu 1 : Ny ] ) ;
b a s i c l a b e l ( 1 : Ny+Nu , : ) = b a s i c l a b e l ( [ Ny+1: Ny+Nu 1 : Ny ] , : ) ;
t e r m s s t r = [ ] ;
f = ’ y ( k ) = . . . ’ ;
f o r i =1: ro
tmpterm = [ ] ;
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f o r j =1: c o l
i f t e r m s ( i , j ) ˜=0
i f t e r m s ( i , j )==1
tmpterm =[ tmpterm b a s i c l a b e l ( j , : ) ’∗ ’ ] ;
e l s e
tmpterm =[ tmpterm b a s i c l a b e l ( j , : ) . . .




tmpterm ( l e n g t h ( tmpterm ) ) = [ ] ;
t e r m s s t r = c h a r ( t e r m s s t r , tmpterm ) ;
f = c h a r ( f , s p r i n t f ( ’ +(%.17 e)∗% s . . . ’ , t h e t a ( i ) , tmpterm ) ) ;
end
t e r m s s t r ( 1 , : ) = [ ] ;
f = c h a r ( f ( 1 : ro , : ) , s t r r e p ( f ( ro + 1 , : ) , ’ . . . ’ , ’ ; ’ ) ) ;
[ n ,m]= s i z e ( f ) ;
f o r i =1: n
k= s t r f i n d ( f ( i , : ) , ’∗ c o n s t ’ ) ;
i f ˜ i sempty ( k )




f u n c t i o n [ c , n1 , n2 , i n d ]= g e t c o e f f ( ui , y j , reg , SIDInfo , t h e t a )
% [ c , n1 , n2 , i n d ]= g e t c o e f f ( u i , y j , reg , SIDInfo , t h e t a )
% group t h e r e g r e s s o r t e r m s and c o r r e s p o n d i n g c o e f f i c i e n t s
% a c c o r d i n g t o t h e c l u s t e r i n g p r o p e r t y .
% In t h e case o f t h e c r o s s i n p u t−o u t t e r m s , n i f o r u , n2 f o r y
% t h e r e e x i s t f i v e gorups .
% c u ( k−n1 ) f o r u i =1 , y j =0
% c y ( k−n1 ) f o r u i =0 , y j =1
% c u ( k−n1 ) u ( k−n2 ) f o r u i =2 , y j =0
% c y ( k−n1 ) y ( k−n2 ) f o r u i =0 , y j =2
% c u ( k−n1 ) y ( k−n2 ) f o r u i =1 , y j =1
c = [ ] ;
n1 = [ ] ;
n2 = [ ] ;
i n d = [ ] ;
i f SIDInfo . n l o r d e r ˜=2
d isp ( ’ T h i s r o u t i n e r u n s on ly f o r t h e 2nd o r d e r n o n l i n e a r i t y ’ ) ;
re tu rn ;
end
k =1;
Nd= SIDInfo . d e l a y ;
Ny= SIDInfo . ymaxlag ;
Nu= SIDInfo . umaxlag ;
f o r i =1: l e n g t h ( t h e t a )
y te rms = r e g ( i , 1 : Ny ) ;
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ute rms = r e g ( i , 1+Ny : ( Ny+Nu ) ) ;
i f u i ==sum ( u te rms ) && y j ==sum ( y te rms )
u nz = [ ] ;
f o r j =1: l e n g t h ( u te rms )
i f ute rms ( j ) ==1
u nz =[ u nz j +Nd ] ;
e l s e i f ute rms ( j ) ==2
u nz =[ u nz j +Nd j +Nd ] ;
end
end
y nz = [ ] ;
f o r j =1: l e n g t h ( y te rms )
i f yte rms ( j )==1
y nz =[ y nz j ] ;
e l s e i f yte rms ( j )==2
y nz =[ y nz j j ] ;
end
end
l e n u n z = l e n g t h ( u nz ) ;
l e n y n z = l e n g t h ( y nz ) ;
i n d ( k )= i ;
c ( k )= t h e t a ( i ) ;
i f l e n u n z ==2 && l e n y n z ==0
n1 ( k )= u nz ( 1 ) ;
n2 ( k )= u nz ( 2 ) ;
e l s e i f l e n u n z ==0 && l e n y n z ==2
n1 ( k )= y nz ( 1 ) ;
n2 ( k )= y nz ( 2 ) ;
e l s e i f l e n u n z ==1 && l e n y n z ==0
n1 ( k )= u nz ( 1 ) ;
n2 = [ ] ;
e l s e i f l e n u n z ==0 && l e n y n z ==1
n1 ( k )= y nz ( 1 ) ;
n2 = [ ] ;
e l s e i f l e n u n z ==1 && l e n y n z ==1
n1 ( k )= u nz ( 1 ) ;
n2 ( k )= y nz ( 1 ) ;
e l s e





t e m p s r c =[ n1 ’ n2 ’ ] ;
[ b i d x ]= s o r t r o w s ( t e m p s r c ) ;
c=c ( i d x ) ;
n1=n1 ( i d x ) ;
i f ˜ i sempty ( n2 )
n2=n2 ( i d x ) ;
end
i n d = i n d ( i d x ) ;
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simulateNARX
f u n c t i o n ys =simulateNARX ( u , regs , c o e f f , SIDParam )
Nu=SIDParam . umaxlag ;
Nd=SIDParam . d e l a y ;
Ny=SIDParam . ymaxlag ;
y i n i =SIDParam . y i n i t i a l ;
N= l e n g t h ( u ) ;
D=max ( [ Nu+Nd Ny ] ) ;
[ row , c o l ]= s i z e ( r e g s ) ;
%i n i t i a l i z e
ys = z e r o s (N , 1 ) ;
ys ( 1 :D)= y i n i ;
f o r k=D+1:N
ys ( k ) = 0 ;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% i : r e g r e s s o r term
% j : c o n s t r u c t i o n o f t h e r e g r e s s o r from y and u
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
f o r i =1: row
tmpv = 1 . ;
f o r j =1:Ny
i f r e g s ( i , j ) ˜= 0
tmpv=tmpv∗ ys ( k−j ) ˆ r e g s ( i , j ) ;
end
end
f o r j =1+Nd : Nu+Nd
i f r e g s ( i , j−Nd+Ny ) ˜= 0
tmpv=tmpv∗u ( k−j ) ˆ r e g s ( i , j−Nd+Ny ) ;
end
end
tmpv=tmpv∗ c o e f f ( i ) ;
ys ( k )= ys ( k )+ tmpv ;
end
i f abs ( ys ( k ) ) > 1 e10 ;






MATLABr CODE FOR COMPUTING THE DESCRIBING FUNCTION
% compute t h e t h e d e s c r i b i n g f u n c t i o n
pos =7;
s k i p =10;
d e l a y =14;
P s t = 0 . 0 0 3 9 4 9 ;
Ts =1;
A= 0 . 1 ;
N=20000;
t = ( 0 : Ts : Ts ∗ (N−1 ) ) ’ ;
f = l o g s p a c e ( 0 , 3 ) ’ ;
H= z e r o s ( l e n g t h ( f ) , 1 ) ;
f o r i n d =1: l e n g t h ( f )
d isp ( s p r i n t f ( ’ [%d ] ’ , i n d ) ) ;
% run t h e s i m u l a t i o n
% d e s i n g t h e i n p u t u
f c = ca l omega ( f ( i n d ) ) / 2 / p i ;
fo = ca l omega ( 4 1 0 ) / 2 / p i ;
d f = ca l omega ( 1 0 ) / 2 / p i ;
u= fo + df . ∗ s i n ( 2 . ∗ p i . ∗ f c . ∗ t ) ;
% a c t u a t o r +NARMAX+lowpass− f i l t e r
t h = z e r o s (N , 1 ) ;
f o r i =2:N
t h ( i )= t h ( i −1)+2∗ p i ∗Ts∗u ( i −1);
end
v = 0 . 1 .∗ s i n ( t h ) ;
y= s r c f n ( v , d e l a y )+ P s t ;
load l p f i l t e r 1 ;
y l p = f i l t e r (Num, Den , y ) ;
% e x t r a c t t h e 1 s t F o u r i e r c o e f f i c i e n t s
Tc =1/ f c ;
ylpR = y l p . ∗ s i n ( 2 . ∗ p i . ∗ f c . ∗ t ) ;
y l p I = y l p . ∗ cos ( 2 . ∗ p i . ∗ f c . ∗ t ) ;
% i n t e r p o l a t i o n and i n t e g r a t i o n
Nc= c e i l ( Tc / Ts ) ;
K= z e r o s ( Nc , 1 ) ;
f o r i =N:−1:N−Nc+1
i n t R = f n i n t ( c s a p i ( t ( i−Nc+1: i ) , ylpR ( i−Nc +1: i ) ) ) ;
va lueR = f n v a l ( in tR , [ t ( i )−Tc t ( i ) ] )∗ [ −1 ; 1 ] ;
i n t I = f n i n t ( c s a p i ( t ( i−Nc+1: i ) , y l p I ( i−Nc +1: i ) ) ) ;
v a l u e I = f n v a l ( i n t I , [ t ( i )−Tc t ( i ) ] )∗ [ −1 ; 1 ] ;
K( i ) = ( valueR + s q r t (−1)∗ v a l u e I ) ;
end
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% a v e r a g i n g
H( i n d )=mean (K) ∗ 2 / ( Tc∗dw ) ;
% compute t h e magni tude and phase
Kmag ( i n d )= abs (H( i n d ) ) ;
Kphase ( i n d )= phase (H( i n d ) ) ∗1 8 0 / p i ;
d isp ( s p r i n t f ( ’ f c :% f Kmag:% f Kphase :% f ’ , . . .
fc , Kmag ( i n d ) , Kphase ( i n d ) ) ) ;
end
%save t h e r e s u l t s
ww= ca l omega ( f ) ;
save D F r e s u l t ww H;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% NARMAX model used f o r t h e d e s c r i b i n g f u c t i o n a n a l y s i s
f u n c t i o n y= s r c f n ( u , d e l a y )
y= z e r o s ( l e n g t h ( u ) , 1 ) ;
y ( 1 : d e l a y )= z e r o s ( de lay , 1 ) ;
f o r k= d e l a y +1: l e n g t h ( y )
y ( k ) = . . .
+(−4.8240485587 e +000)∗ u ( k−10) . . .
+ (1 .8234265578 e +001)∗ u ( k−11) . . .
+(−2.6483052726 e +001)∗ u ( k−12) . . .
+ (1 .7734745353 e +001)∗ u ( k−13) . . .
+(−4.7058541884 e +000)∗ u ( k−14) . . .
+ (1 .4030277941 e +000)∗ y ( k− 1) . . .
+(−5.3417184228 e−001)∗ y ( k− 2) . . .
+(−8.4599794090 e +001)∗ u ( k−10)ˆ2 . . .
+ (3 .6172957795 e +002)∗ u ( k−10)∗u ( k−11) . . .
+(−3.1845313962 e +002)∗ u ( k−10)∗u ( k−12) . . .
+ (1 .9498384440 e +002)∗ u ( k−10)∗u ( k−13) . . .
+(−3.2711290827 e +001)∗ u ( k−10)∗u ( k−14) . . .
+(−2.1676920600 e +002)∗ u ( k−11)ˆ2 . . .
+(−6.9285371838 e +001)∗ u ( k−11)∗u ( k−14) . . .
+ (2 .5991454786 e +002)∗ u ( k−12)ˆ2 . . .
+(−3.0928765991 e +002)∗ u ( k−13)ˆ2 . . .
+ (3 .0153712315 e +002)∗ u ( k−13)∗u ( k−14) . . .
+(−8.7000642739 e +001)∗ u ( k−14)ˆ2 . . .
+(−8.2788359004 e +000)∗ y ( k− 1 ) ˆ 2 . . .
+ (8 .8467105437 e +000)∗ y ( k− 1)∗ y ( k− 2) . . .
+(−9.1634472993 e−001)∗ y ( k− 2 ) ˆ 2 . . .
+ (2 .0950636760 e +002)∗ u ( k−10)∗y ( k− 1) . . .
+(−2.1778114224 e +002)∗ u ( k−10)∗y ( k− 2) . . .
+(−9.0225086856 e +002)∗ u ( k−11)∗y ( k− 1) . . .
+ (9 .3475351483 e +002)∗ u ( k−11)∗y ( k− 2) . . .
+ (1 .4843876326 e +003)∗ u ( k−12)∗y ( k− 1) . . .
+(−1.5454845120 e +003)∗ u ( k−12)∗y ( k− 2) . . .
+(−1.1000521434 e +003)∗ u ( k−13)∗y ( k− 1) . . .
+ (1 .1626552255 e +003)∗ u ( k−13)∗y ( k− 2) . . .
+ (3 .1093594904 e +002)∗ u ( k−14)∗y ( k− 1) . . .
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